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with Henkel’s Blade Bonding Adhesives

Adhesives, Sealants and Mold Release
Your Global Wind Partner

Increased fatigue strength
Superior toughness prevents crack propagation.

Low exothermic temperature (70°C)
Less stress on the bond line, preventing 
cracking and reducing warranty costs.

Adjustable cure speeds
Faster blade production time and greater yield  
per mold. (1MPa achieved in 4 hours at 20°C.)

Reduced energy costs
Achieve full cure at room temperature, 
no heat cure or tempering required.

Henkel’s Blade Bonding Adhesives 
enable best-in-class production speed, 
increased manufacturing capacity and 
reduced overall costs.     

For more information and to schedule 
a trial at your facility, contact Henkel 
at 1.800.562.8483. In Canada, call 
1.800.263.5043.

www.henkelna.com/windpower

Except as otherwise noted, all marks used are trademarks and/or registered trademarks of Henkel and/or its affiliates in the U.S. and 
elsewhere.  = registered in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. © Henkel Corporation, 2012. All rights reserved. 8471 (2/12)
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At Castrol, we understand that gearbox and bearing problems 
are a common cause of costly downtime in wind turbines. 
So, we developed the Castrol Optigear Synthetic X range of 
gear oils which are specifically engineered to optimize gearbox 
performance. Castrol Optigear Synthetic X, through the use of 
advanced additive technology:

>  Eliminates foam and sludge in normal operating conditions

>  Extends gear box life due to reduced wear and improved  
protection of gear and bearing surfaces

>  Provides excellent protection against micro-pitting

Castrol’s full range of turbine gear oils, including the new 
Optigear Synthetic X, are specified and used globally by  
leading turbine manufacturers for both first-fill and service-fills. 
Optigear Synthetic X is the latest in a series of leading, 
innovative Castrol turbine gear oils.

For more information on how we can protect your investment,  
call 877-641-1600, email techhelp@castrol.com or visit  
www.CastrolIndustrial.com/WindEnergy

Castrol, the Castrol logo and Optigear are trademarks  
of Castrol Limited, used under license.

THE TECHNOLOGY  
INSIDE

CaSTrOL OpTIGEar 
SYNTHETIC x 320 bEaTS  
THE MarkET COMpETITOrS 
THaTS THE pOwEr Of...

Booth# 1811
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Developments in technologies, manufacturing processes, equipment 
design, wind-farm projects, and legislation of interest to all wind-
industry professionals. 

conSTRUcTion
Chris Martin—Crane serviCe, inC. 
It’s strange to think about, but the very winds that make a wind farm 
an attractive site for producing electricity can also make it a difficult 
project for crane operators. 

mAinTEnAncE
Merritt Brown—rev1 renewaBles
Whether it’s a broken bolt found on the deck or a loosened nut 
discovered during a torque check, validating tightness can help foresee 
failure issues in bolted flanges.

TEchnology 
Matthew a. laCkner, Ph.D.—UMass winD energy Center

optimizing passive tuned mass dampers can greatly reduce loads 
in offshore floating wind turbines, leading to more viability in deep 
waters.

logiSTicS
MiChael graska—Professional logistiCs groUP

A logistics quality system involving three basic elements—metrics/
measurement, process/procedure, and reporting/repair—will lead to better 
outcomes.
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EdlETTER
Innovation drives the success of the wind energy industry. New blade and 
gearbox designs, lighter materials, stronger protective coatings, improved 
condition monitoring systems, better construction techniques, and genera-
tors with lower maintenance requirements and longer service life—among 
many other advents—will all help bring wind energy to the forefront of the 
renewables sector. These are the types of innovations we cover in each issue 
of the magazine, and this issue is certainly no exception. From exciting new 
terrestrial turbine designs to structural control techniques for offshore floating 
wind turbines, our pages are packed with information from the leading edge of 
technological development. 

You’ll read about the new land-based turbine I’ve mentioned in “A Depar-
ture in Turbine Design” by Clayton Troxell and Alice Ashmore. The Airgenesis 
design harvests more energy from lower wind speeds than traditional systems, 
which would certainly expand siting opportunities. Although their patents are 
already in the works, the authors may want to learn more by contacting Kelsey 
I. Nix—a partner at Jones Day in New York, where he specializes in patent 
litigation and licensing of intellectual property—for his input on “Patenting the 
Winds of Innovation.” Daniel Kirk-Davidoff of MDA Information Systems ex-
plains how wind forcasts that are more accurate than ever are being produced 
in “Wind Power Forecasting,” and Shawn Lamb of the Ecotech Institute dis-
cusses “The Evolution of Wind Training” occuring at this facility. Finally, Adri-
anna Alter of the Lubbock Economic Development Alliance (LEDA) discusses 
the opportunities that exist for wind developers and component manufactur-
ers in “A Template for Success in Texas.”

More innovation is on display in Matt Lackner’s technology column, where 
he describes work into stabilizing offshore floating wind turbines (OFWTs) 
being conducted at the UMASS Wind Energy Center. Construction columnist 
Chris Martin of Crane Service, Inc., writes about the challenges high winds 
present to hoisting and rigging professionals. Merritt Brown of Rev1 Renew-
ables talks about safe methods for conducting torque checks in his mainte-
nance column, and Mike Graska of the Professional Logistics Group shares the 
basics of developing a logistics quality system in this installment. Spider Wind 
Access is this month’s company profile, and I’d like to thank Clint Ramberg for 
taking time out during his heavy travel schedule to discuss his work with me. 
Lauren Cutro Berry—co-leader of the new Travelers Clean Energy & Tech-
nology Practice, and chief business development officer for Travelers Inland 
Marine—is this month’s Q&A subject. 

As always, I am honored to have the opportunity to work with such smart, 
dedicated people on producing another great issue for you. Please don’t hesi-
tate to contact me with your story ideas so I that I can learn about your work 
as well!

Russ Willcutt, editor
Wind Systems magazine

russ@windsystemsmag.com
(800) 366-2185 No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form 

or by any means, electronic or mechanical, including photocopy, record-
ing, or any information storage-and-retrieval system without permission 
in writing from the publisher. The views expressed by those not on the 
staff of Wind Systems magazine, or who are not specifically employed 
by Media Solutions, Inc., are purely their own.  All "News" material has 
either been submitted by the subject company or pulled directly from 
their corporate web site, which is assumed to be cleared for release.  
Comments and submissions are welcome, and can be submitted to  
russ@windsystemsmag.com.
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nEW TEchnologiES AT dmg/moRi SEiKi 
oPEn hoUSE
DMG/MORI SEIKI welcomed around 5,000 
visitors in February to the Open House at 
DECKEL MAHO Pfronten, Germany. On top 
of the exhibition program with its 60 high-tech 
machines in operation, among them five world 
premieres, an attractive series of seminars and 
lectures was on offer. Russ Willcutt, editor of 
Wind System and Gear Solutions magazines, was 
numbered among the guests. “I was particularly 
impressed by the WindCarrier turbine developed 
by GILDEMEISTER that was featured prominently 
at the facility’s entrance,” he says (above). 

As the largest supplier of the GILDEMEISTER 
group, DECKEL MAHO Pfronten GmbH provided 
the perfect setting for presenting the innovative 
machine program. Combining innovative 
technologies and the worldwide as well as highly 
qualified sales and service network, DMG/MORI 
SEIKI offers customers a unique range of services 
in the field of chip-producing manufacturing 
technologies. This is also demonstrated by the 
company exhibition at DECKEL MAHO Pfronten. 
Among the 60 machine tools, which will be 
presented live in operation by the manufacturer 
team, the trade visitors will come across numerous 
technological innovations.

Users in the machining industry are faced 

with the challenge of increasing efficiency and 
productivity. For this reason, machine tools must 
be powerful as well as versatile and flexible. The 
highlight in the field of horizontal centers is the 
new DMC 60 H linear, which is characterized by 
high precision and is furthermore extremely fast 
and dynamic. Another interesting feature of this 
new development is the option to also perform 
give-axis machining with a swivel rotary table.

The impressive exhibition also features the 
new NHX 4000 in the field of horizontal centers 
from the cooperation partner Mori Seiki. The 
horizontal machining center can in future be 
optionally equipped with the Siemens 840D 
solutionline or the MAPPS IV control, whereby 
DECKEL MAHO Pfronten GmbH has in the 
meantime started production for the European 
market within the scope of DMG and Mori Seiki’s 
cooperation. Mori Seiki itself will emphasise the 
impressive range of new possibilities in the field 
of horizontal machining centres with its larger 
horizontal centres NHX5000, NHX5500, and 
NHX6300.

An impressive example for the milling-turning 
competence of DECKEL MAHO is the DMU 
85 FD monoBLOCK®, which attracted a lot of 
interest from the trade visitors. Furthermore, the 
universal machining center DMC 65 monoBLOCK® 
with pallet changer is another example for the 

companies wishing to submit materials for inclusion in this section should contact Russ Willcutt at 
russ@windsystemsmag.com. Releases accompanied by color images will be given first consideration. 

mailto:russ@windsystemsmag.com?subject=Referred by Wind Systems Mag
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fascinating possibilities of the up to five-axis 
simultaneous machining in production.

The fourth new development in the league 
of world premieres is the DMU 80 eVo with 
pallet changer from DECKEL MAHO Seebach. 
To the usual excellent milling performance of this 
machine generation more impressive features are 
added such as the fast changeover cycles for short 
idle times and extremely compact construction for 
minimal space requirements.

The quintet of world premieres is completed by 
the new CTX beta 800 4A from GILDEMEISTER 
Drehmaschinen GmbH. Decisive features are the 
usage of two turrets in combination with the 
integrated cross stroke of the counter spindle 
tailstock combination. Innovative details like the 
“TRIFIX” precision interface for minimum tool 
setup times or the DirectDrive (to be integrated 
optionally) round off the positive overall picture.

The cooperation partner Mori Seiki impressed 
its visitors above all with the performance of its 
turning and milling machines from the new X-class, 
which already caused a stir at the EMO in Hanover. 
The NLX2500SY/700 targets the field of classic 
universal turning, which is however complemented 
by the possibilities of complex milling with powered 
tools based on BMT® technology. Furthermore, 
turning without limits and milling with B-axis 

in one setup is the domain of the NTX series. 
Within this context, the NTX1000 focuses on 
highly accurate complete machining of smaller 
components for example in the field of medical 
engineering, while the NTX2000/1500SZ with 
counter spindle and bottom turret as second tool 
mount sets new standards in flexible machining of 
complex precision components.

However, the professional competence of 
DMG/MORI SEIKI is not just reflected in the 
machine tools presented at the open house. In 10 
technology seminars, customers and trade visitors 
were introduced to future-oriented topics in more 
detail, amongst others from the fields of five-
axis machining, aerospace, automotive HBZ, or 
LASERTEC.

The topic of energy efficiency additionally ran 
like a thread throughout the open house. More 
fuel-efficient machine technologies, energy-saving 
manufacturing processes, and automatic shutdown 
routines are just as popular as new software tools 
and service products for a sustainable increase of 
energy efficiency in developing, manufacturing, 
and using machine tools. DMG/MORI SEIKI 
regards itself as directly responsible to support 
and promote the trend toward environmentally 
oriented usage of resources together with their 
customers. Learn more at www.dmgmoriseiki.com.

About Magnets… 
Made in the USA

Alpha Workholding is the premier 
manufacturer—made in the USA— 
of permanent electromagnetic and 
material handling products.  

Our company’s dedication and 
expertise in developing material 
handling solutions provides 
efficient and competitive new 
standard products that benefit 
simple everyday applications. 

We are Serious
•  Greater Workpiece Accessibility
•  Failsafe Switching
•  Customized to your Application
•  Better Accuracy
•  Failsafe Switching

127 Advantage Place  •  Statesville, NC 28677
F: 704.872.5777  •  www.alphaworkholding.com

704.871.2183

http://www.dmgmoriseiki.com
http://www.alphaworkholding.com
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product and the installation.
“After a thorough review, 

Underwriters Laboratories 
has issued the certificate 
validating the model and 
certifying the design complies 
with the Global Essential 
Safety Requirements of 
A17.7/B44.7,” says Kent 
Pedersen, general manager of 
U.S. operations.

The certification allows the 
jurisdictions where A17.7 is 
adopted an easier route for 
permitting of Work Cages in 
wind turbine towers. They 
do not have to develop their 
own state-specific code 
requirements.

Avanti Wind Systems 
will still have to go through 
the state (United States) or 
province (Canada) permitting 
process for each wind power 
project where an Avanti 
Shark Work Cage/Elevator 
is to be installed in a wind 
turbine. But with the AECO 
Certificate it is easier and 
faster to get the permit 
from the State/Province 
authorities. “The next step 
is to get the new ASME 
A17.1/CSA B44, requirement 
5.11 implemented so that 
each state can adopt them 
as soon as possible when 
new wind turbine projects 
are constructed in their 
jurisdiction,” Pedersen says.

Avanti Wind System is 
a leading world market 
producer of service lifts and 
other personal safety systems 
to wind turbine towers. It was 
founded in Denmark in 1885 
and was originally a ladder 
factory. The company still 
produces ladders but is now 
focusing on developing and 
producing safety equipment 
for the service technicians 
working in wind turbine 
towers. Avanti has developed 
a complete range of safety 
products for moving up and 
down in wind turbine towers. 
Products such as service lifts, 

AvAnTi AchiEvES U.S. cERTiFicATion 
FoR TURbinE ElEvAToRS
Avanti Wind Systems USA has announced the issuance of an AECO 
Certificate for its Shark Work Cage/Elevator for use in wind turbine 
towers by Underwriters Laboratories (UL). An AECO certification in 
North America represents completion of a complete review by a third 
party certification body whose authority stems from ISO Guide 65. UL 
is one of three recognized third party test labs for AECO (Accredited 
Elevator/Escalator Certifying Organization). It has tested the Shark 
Work Cage and sub components and reviewed the assessment for the 

http://ww.encoder.com
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ladders with built-in fall safety 
rails, and climbing assistance have 
been approved in accordance 
with official standards in the 
European Union, Australia, and 
the United States. Avanti Wind 
Systems has installed more than 
16,000 service lifts in wind turbine 
towers throughout the world. 
That is more than half of all those 
installed. Avanti Wind Systems’ 
headquarters is in Denmark and 
it has offices, training centers, 
and factories in the United States, 
China, United Kingdom, Spain, 
China, Germany, India, and 
Australia. Later this year Avanti 
will open an office in Brazil. To 
learn more contact Pedersen at 
(262) 641-9101, kp@avanti-online.
com, or www.avanti-online.com.

vESTAS APPoinTS coUnTRy 
mAnAgER FoR cAnAdA
In response to the growing 
market for wind energy in Canada 
and its strong position in all 10 

provinces, Vestas has appointed 
Doug Macdonald as senior vice 
president and country manager 
for Canada. “Designating a lead 
for our Canadian activities will add 
focus and resources to a market 
that is growing and holds much 
promise,” says Martha Wyrsch, 
president of Vestas’ sales and 
service operations in the U.S. and 
Canada. “This is a critical role to 
ensure our current customers are 
well-served and highly satisfied, 
and that future opportunities in 
Canada are maximized.”

A graduate of McMaster 
University and a Hamilton native, 
Macdonald brings a diverse 
background in sales, service 
construction, maintenance, 
government relations, and 
finance to the newly created 
position. He will be based out 
of Vestas’ Canadian headquarters 
in Toronto’s financial district. 
Since joining Vestas in 2005 he 
has combined his strategic vision 

with tactical planning to generate 
exceptional results in bottom line 
growth. Vestas supplied its first 
wind turbine to Canada in 1997 
and has since installed more than 
1,100 in all 10 Canadian provinces 
combined. “I am excited about the 
Canadian market and what it has 
to offer,” Macdonald says. “With 

704.872.8888

820 Cochran Street  •  Statesville, NC 28677
F: 704.872.5777  •   www.rpmachine.com

sales@rpmachine.com

for Gear Machinery

Gould & Eberhardt is a pioneer in high-speed 
gear gashing with large diameter carbide-
inserted cutters. Our new line of machines 
has a rigid design and heads engineered 
with state of the art gear gashing cutter 
technology. Gear gashing technology has 
opened many gear cutting applications 
in wind energy, mining, off-highway 
construction and other coarse pitch gearing. 

Our gasher/hobbers are equipped with 
the new G&E interchangeable cutter head 
design. This design provides the option for 
both internal and external heads on a single 
column machine with capacities 
up to 5.5 meters. 

Your #1 Source

http://www.avanti-online.com
http://www.rpmachine.com
mailto:sales@rpmachine.com?subject=Referred by Wind Systems Mag
mailto:kp@avanti-online.com?subject=Referred by Wind Systems Mag
mailto:kp@avanti-online.com?subject=Referred by Wind Systems Mag
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Vestas wind turbines operating in every province, 
we have a tremendous base upon which to build.”

Vestas is the world leader in providing high-
tech wind power systems. Since 1979 it has an 
industry-leading installed base of more than 
46,000 wind turbines in 69 countries. Vestas sold 
its first wind turbine in North America in 1981 and 
has since supplied nearly 13,000 turbines to the 
United States and Canada. The company’s North 
American headquarters is located in Portland, 
Oregon, and global headquarters are in Aarhus, 
Denmark. Learn more at www.vestas.com.

EWEA 2012 To bE hEld  
in dEnmARK
The European Wind Energy Association (EWEA) 
is the largest and one of the most powerful wind 
energy networks in the world. It is the voice of the 
wind industry in Europe and is ideally situated in 
the heart of the EU quarter in Brussels in close 
proximity to European decision makers. EWEA 
has over 700 members from almost 60 countries, 
including manufacturers with a leading share of 
the world wind energy market, plus component 
suppliers, research institutes, national wind and 
renewables associations, developers, electricity 
providers, finance and insurance companies, and 
consultants. This combined strength makes EWEA 
the world’s largest and most powerful wind energy 
network. 

The association’s main activities center on 
coordinating international policy and formulating 
policy positions for the wind industry on key 
issues, communications, research, and analysis 
both independent and in cooperation with 
industry and research institutions, and providing 
support to members. EWEA organizes high profile 
industry events including the EWEA annual event, 
the biennial offshore conference, and numerous 
workshops in the EU and beyond. EWEA’s Annual 
Event will take place April 16-19 in Copenhagen, 
Denmark, and offers a conference and exhibition 
under one roof. 

The exhibition will serve as the centre point for 
the whole event. The EWEA 2012 Annual Event 
is set to be bigger and better than ever before, 
with more than 10,000 professionals from around 
the world expected to attend. With over 450 
exhibitors showcasing their latest innovations, the 
event provides an ideal platform to meet Europe’s 
leading wind energy professionals and do business 
face-to-face.

On the first day of the event, EWEA will launch 
a major new study on the impact of the wind 
industry on Europe’s economy, growth, and 
employment. The study will tackle tough questions 
such as: how much difference does wind energy 
make to the economy? Does it have a real impact 

on Europe’s GDP? How many jobs does it create? 
This much-anticipated study will show how wind 
energy can be a recession-busting industry, and 
which other sectors benefit most from the wind 
energy industry.

“Wind power is a pivotal element in the 
necessary transition to a green growth economy. 
EWEA 2012 will focus on the innovation and 
green solutions that we need in order to promote 
green and sustainable growth and reach our 
target of a low-carbon Europe by 2050,” says 
Martin Lidegaard, minister for climate, energy and 
building, Denmark.

EWEA 2012 aims to drive innovation in the 
industry forward, but it is also aiming at innovating 
the conference and exhibition itself to better meet 
attendee needs and provide scintillating content. 
Sessions have been designed with an emphasis 
on learning, discussion and interaction—as such, 
many will now include panel debates and extended 
question time. Led by well-respected industry 
experts, the conference features a broad range of 
hot topics like project development and finance, 
resource assessment, technology innovation, 
policies, politics, markets, and more for both 
onshore and offshore wind power.

In addition to the main event, EWEA also 
organizes focused events on issues of strategic 
importance. Workshops are open to all EWEA 
2012 conference delegates, exhibition visitors, and 
exhibitors. And on the eve of the event, EWEA 
will host a one-day pre-event seminar for those 
new to the industry. The “Wind Energy - The 
Facts” publication is widely considered to be the 
most reliable reference published to date. The 
seminar is tailored to anyone new to wind as well 
as people working in a particular sub-sector or 
function who want to understand their industry 
as a whole. Armed with this global view of wind 
energy, participants will get even more out of the 
main conference and exhibition.

“Denmark is the cradle of modern wind power 
and a leading wind nation. Wind power supplies 
the highest share of energy of any country, and 
Denmark is home to the highest density of 
companies excelling globally in wind energy. We 
really look forward to hosting EWEA 2012 in 
Copenhagen. There are so many things we would 
like to show you,” says Jan Hylleberg, CEO, Danish 
Wind Industry Association (DWIA) 

In the days leading up to EWEA 2012, DWIA is 
set to launch a new initiative called “Mindblowing 
Denmark” that offers visits and networking 
opportunities for professionals to experience the 
whole wind energy supply chain in Denmark, 
as well as to gain insight into Danish policy and 
planning up to 2020. To find out more visit www.
ewea.org/annual2012.

http://www.vestas.com
http://www.ewea.org/annual2012
http://www.ewea.org/annual2012
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nEW high PERFoRmAncE FibREglASS FoR 
blAdES FRom 3b 
Pursuing its strategy to lead the innovation of glass 
fibre solutions for the wind energy sector, 3B-the 
fibreglass company is launching HiPer-tex™ W2020 high 
performance roving to satisfy OEM needs for longer and 
lighter rotor blades to meet the challenging offshore and 
bigger onshore multi-megawatt wind turbines. Building 
upon the recently developed sizing technology applied 
to Advantex® SE2020, the new HiPer-tex W2020 is also 
specifically engineered for epoxy polymer systems used 
in resin infusion or prepreg processes. 

3B’s technological expertise and manufacturing know-
how delivers a high modulus glass with outstanding 
mechanical properties providing significantly greater 
strength and strain-to-failure than traditional E-glass. 
The new HiPer-tex W2020 roving offers the following 
exceptional properties in a typical unidirectional laminate 
(average glass volume fraction 60 percent): 54-56 GPa  
E-modulus; 55-60 MPa transverse tensile strength ; 
and 10 times longer lifetime in fatigue resistance versus 
traditional E-glass.

“HiPer-tex W2020 provides the answer to the evolving 
market requirements for stiffer and better performing 
materials. Its optimized glass composition, combined 
with proprietary sizing technology for epoxy systems, 
allow turbine manufacturers to increase blade lengths 
while keeping blade weight under control. These longer 
blades generate higher turbine efficiency leading to a 
lower cost per kWh,” says Luc Peters, 3B wind energy 
technical product manager.

When comparing blades manufactured with 
traditional E-glass, HiPer-tex W2020 achieves up to 10 
percent weight saving for the same blade design and 
length. Alternatively, the blade length can be extended 
by up to 6 percent while maintaining the same weight but 
offering up to 12 percent more energy output.

3B-the fibreglass company is a leading developer 
and supplier of fibreglass products and technologies 
for the reinforcement of thermoplastic and thermoset 
polymers. This dynamic and entrepreneurial company 
has two state of the art fibreglass manufacturing 
facilities in Battice, Belgium and Birkeland, Norway 
as well as a dedicated R&D Centre located in the heart 
of Europe. More information is available at www.3b-
fibreglass.com.

EnERgy dEPARTmEnT AnnoUncES iniTiATivE 
To dEPloy U.S. oFFShoRE Wind PRojEcTS
As part of President Obama’s all out, all of the above 
approach to developing every domestic energy resource, 
Energy Secretary Steven Chu has announced the start 
of an ambitious initiative to capture the potential of 
wind energy off American coasts. As part of a planned 
six-year $180 million initiative, an initial $20 million will 
be available this year as the first step in supporting up to 
four innovative offshore wind energy installations across 
the United States. These offshore wind projects will 

accelerate the deployment of breakthrough wind power 
technologies that will help diversify our nation’s energy 
portfolio, promote economic development, and launch 
a new industry here in America.

“Developing all of our nation’s vast energy resources 
is an important part of President Obama’s blueprint for 
an American economy that uses all of America’s energy 
resources,” says Secretary Chu. “The new offshore wind 
energy initiative will help to catalyze the development 
of offshore wind in America, supporting U.S. innovators 
as they seek to design and demonstrate next generation 
wind energy technologies. These investments are 
critical to ensuring that America remains competitive 
in this growing global industry that can drive new 
manufacturing, construction, installation, and 
operation jobs across the country.”

Offshore wind is an enormous potential resource for 
the United States, with strong, consistent winds located 
in the Atlantic, Pacific, the Great Lakes, and the Gulf 
of Mexico. America’s vast offshore wind resources, 
estimated at more than 4,000 gigawatts, will help the 
United States meet its critical energy, environmental, 
and economic challenges, and provide energy to coastal 
cities where much of the nation’s population and 
electricity demand lies.

To support these new demonstration projects, 
the Energy Department will make available up to 
$180 million over six years, subject to congressional 
appropriations, including an initial commitment of 
$20 million in fiscal year 2012. The department will 
focus this latest research and demonstration initiative 
on highly innovative technologies that will achieve 
large cost reductions over existing offshore wind 
technologies. The demonstrations will help address 
key challenges associated with installing utility-scale 
offshore wind turbines, connecting offshore turbines 
to the power grid, and navigating new permitting and 
approval processes.

In addition to the new funding, the department is 
continuing to work with partners across the federal 
government to implement a comprehensive offshore 
wind energy strategy, conduct resource assessments, 
and streamline siting and permitting. By investing in 
this emerging industry, this support will help lower 
the cost and speed the deployment of American-made 
offshore wind energy technologies designed for U.S. 
coastal conditions and provide valuable opportunities 
to test these innovations in real offshore environments.

Applicants to the competitive solicitation are 
expected to form world-class consortia of energy 
project developers, equipment suppliers, research 
institutions, and marine installation specialists. Energy 
Department funds may be used to cover up to 80 
percent of a project’s design costs and 50 percent of the 
hardware and installation costs. 

For more information and application requirements 
for this funding opportunity, please visit eere-exchange.
energy.gov.  

http://www.3bfibreglass.com
http://eere-exchange.energy.gov
http://eere-exchange.energy.gov
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conSTRUcTion

ovER ThE lAST TWo monThS we have looked at 
the capabilities of cranes in maintenance and con-
struction applications. This month we are going to 
discuss the wind in relation to the cranes themselves. 
There is a certain paradox in the fact that capturing 
the wind is the whole purpose of erecting a wind tower 
and turbine, even as powerful winds can actually be a 
hindrance to those of us in the hoisting industry.

FRiEnd oR FoE?
Working in the wind industry is a double-edged 
sword. Wind farm sites are selected precisely for the 
fact of having a consistent presence of wind in order to 
turn the turbines—that only makes sense. At the same 
time, it is very difficult for those of us in the hoisting 
and rigging industry to do our work in high winds. 
To begin with, most if not all cranes are rated to work 
below or up to a set wind speed. This can vary from 
manufacturer to manufacturer, and of course depend-
ing on the type of crane being used. Some wind work 
can be accomplished with hydraulic cranes, but they 
aren’t preferred within the industry.

Hydraulic cranes have a solid boom and can be ex-
tended upwards of 200 feet in terms of its length. This 
is perfect for some situations, but in the wind industry 
it can mean that a lift requires a very large hydraulic 
crane. Think of it: As you send out more boom, the 
ability to work in the wind decreases faster in a hy-
draulic crane because of the length and weight of the 
the boom. Our 550-ton hydraulic crane has frequent-
ed wind parks and accomplished maintenance jobs 
with ease. But as you bring the wind component back 
into the equation you can find yourself waiting for the 
wind to die down. Hydraulic cranes are not preferred 
in windy situations. The average maximum wind 
speed for a hydraulic crane is around 16 mph, and 
anything beyond that can get you in trouble. In some 
situations this can decrease down to 10 mph for a hy-
draulic crane. Typically, on a mesa you can see steady 
wind speeds above and beyond our 16 mph limit. If we 
change the style of boom to lattice material, however, 
we can improve our chances of working in the wind.

dEcREASEd RESiSTAncE
Lattice truck cranes and lattice crawler cranes are your 
“go to” crane in wind parks. As you pass a wind park 
on the freeway, it isn’t uncommon to see a lattice boom 
crawler crane or truck crane working onsite. This is 
because the lattice material is more “wind friendly,” 

presenting less resistance to that powerful force. Our 
lattice boom cranes can handle significantly more 
wind than our hydraulic boom cranes can. Air—and 
subsequently, wind—is considered to act like a fluid. 
This means that the less we have obstructing the 
boom, the less side loading occurs.

The lattice boom is very porous and open, and it can 
allow the wind to travel around the lattice beams and 
decrease the surface area the wind comes in contact 
with. With all that in mind, lattice boom cranes can 
handle higher wind speeds; around 20-25 mph. The 
manufacturer will usually have wind-specific attach-
ments for the lattice boom cranes, so we can be more 
effective in the wind parks. Even with the ability to 
work in 20-25 mph winds, we can still have days where 
we simply can’t work.

ExPERiEncE mATTERS
Working at a wind park is tricky. As I’ve stated in 
the previous installments of this column, we don’t 
have a crystal ball to peer into to see how the wind 
will behave that day. Wind gusts can arise and force 
us to shut our cranes down at any moment. Weather 
can change in what seems to be a heartbeat at a wind 
park, which can result in our crew not being able to 
work. Thankfully, we have years of experience in the 
wind industry, all the way from our amazing assem-
bly directors to our crews in the field working the site. 
Dealing successfully with the forces you’ll confront at 
a wind farm is not something we can teach overnight. 
Our crews are very skilled and talented, and they have 
spent thousands of hours perfecting their trade to a 
level that allows us to be safe while we are working in 
high winds. But the fact remains that the very thing 
that makes a wind park viable and attractive can make 
it especially challenging for those of us responsible for 
erecting and maintaining these towering turbines.  

it’s strange to think about, but the very winds that make a wind farm an attractive 
site for producing electricity can also make it a difficult project for crane operators. 

Chris Martin
crane Service, inc. 

chris martin is marketing coordinator at crane Service, inc. learn more at www.craneserviceinc.com.

“Wind farm sites are selected 
because they have consistent 
winds. At the same time, it is 
difficult for those of us in the 

hoisting and rigging industry to 
work in high winds.”

http://www.craneserviceinc.com
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mAinTEnAncE

mAybE yoU’vE hEARd ThiS onE before: “A tech-
nician walks into a wind turbine and finds a broken 
bolt lying on the floor.” Not as humorous as one might 
think, actually, because this means something above 
has come apart or is about to fail. If this technician 
has worked on turbines for years, he might recognize 
where it came from. If not, now begins a process to 
determine its origin and why it isn’t where it belongs. 
In reality, most broken fasteners will not land far from 
their component and can be fairly easy to detect. 
Many bolt failures are simply the result of over- or 
under-tensioning, and continued failure at the same 
location should lead to questions about the practices 
involved in the original assembly and how subsequent 
tightness checks are conducted.

Flange bolting is typically assembled using a 30, 70, 
and 100 percent torque value progression. During the 
turbine’s first 500 hours, or A-service, manufacturers 
usually require that all bolting must be re-checked for 
proper tightness. As one of the most critical inspec-
tions during this maintenance, a 100 percent torque 
check of the turbine bolting is standard, from base to 
blade. In addition to the 500-hour service, annual and 
semi-annual checks often require at least a 10-percent 
re-check of tensioned bolts. Some turbine manufac-
turers might also require a 100 percent re-check on 
critical joints during the annual service inspection. 
How can it be, then, that fasteners continue to loosen 
and bolts continue to fail?

The answer might actually be in the torque check 
itself. Unfortunately, the results of this task are often 
misunderstood and can lead to adverse outcomes. 
Unlike the initial installation, there is no simple 
method to measure the tension of a bolt already in 
place other than to apply force and identify at which 
point it starts moving. When the bolt starts moving 
and the torque value drops sharply, this is considered 
the applied torque value and should be within toler-
ance of the initial setting. Manufacturers will state 
that if even one of the bolts in the 10 percent check 
fails to meet this minimum torque value, then all of 
the bolts of that flange must be checked. But what if 
the bolt doesn’t move at the specified maintenance 
torque value? Torque wrenches do not give a direct 
measurement of the tension force of the bolt, and 
their readings are affected by such things as dirt, sur-
face finish, and lubrication. Corrosion in the form of 
friction can translate into falsely higher torque read-

ings, which can create a condition where the bolt is 
not properly tightened and causes failures by allowing 
a joint to come loose.

When a bolt is tightened, it is stretched through the 
tensioning process and twisted slightly by the turn-
ing movement of the nut against the friction of the 
threads. It remains in this position as the joints ap-
ply pressure against the bolt, keeping it in strained 
tension. Applying more tension than is required will 
result in a value that exceeds the bolt’s yield point, 
causing it to shear. In theory, if technicians are asked 
to use a torque wrench to re-check the original torque 
value and look for movement of this bolted connec-
tion, they would need to apply enough torque to over-
come the friction between the nut and its correspond-
ing threaded surface. None of the torque applied by 
the technician is felt by the bolt until the nut moves, 
a point where the friction holding the threaded con-
nection in that position is exceeded. Therefore, in per-
forming a re-torque check the technician is actually 
measuring the amount of friction between the two 
threaded joints—if the nut moves at a lower torque 
value than the manufacturer’s requirement, it either 
wasn’t properly torqued to begin with or somehow the 
level of friction has changed. If it doesn’t move at all, it 
could be over-torqued.

There are many reasons why a bolt would be found 
loose on a subsequent torque check, or lay broken on 
the deck below. Perhaps it wasn’t tightened correctly 
on the initial assembly. Maybe the chamfer washer 
was installed upside down, allowing the required 
torque value to be reached when an actual lower de-
sign tension was applied, or the threads may have 
been over-lubricated and the torque applied was high-
er than the design for a dry lubricated connection. 
Relaxation from high temperatures and relaxation 
of the joint surfaces are also possible contributors. In 
the absence of the true contributing factor, however, 
manufacturers have no other options than to require 
a recheck of all bolts on flanges where a loose one was 
found.

Regardless of whether it’s a broken bolt found on 
the deck or a loosened nut discovered during a torque 
check, validating bolt tightness can help foresee these 
failures in bolted flanges. A smart maintenance prac-
tice should always be that if it’s loose or broken, re-
place it and make a sound determination of why you 
found it that way.   

Whether it’s a broken bolt found on the deck or a loosened nut discovered during a 
torque check, validating tightness can help foresee failure issues in bolted flanges.

Merritt Brown
Rev1 Power Services, inc.

merritt brown is vice president of Rev1 Renewables, an energy services company supporting wind, solar, and biomass 
clients worldwide. To learn more call (866) 738-1669 or go online to www.rev1renewables.com.

http://www.rev1renewables.com
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TEchnology

AS oFFShoRE Wind EnERgy PRojEcTS move 
farther offshore into deeper waters, wind turbines 
on floating platforms instead of the traditional fixed 
bottom platforms become more economical. Float-
ing platforms have been used with success in the 
offshore oil industry, but there are a number of engi-
neering challenges associated with offshore floating 
wind turbines (OFWTs). One important challenge is 
the increased loading on the blades and tower due to 
the higher inertial and gravitational forces caused by 
the motion of the floating platform. 

To help mitigate the extra loading caused by plat-
form motion, Gordon Stewart—a doctoral student 
at UMASS Amherst—and I investigated the use of 
structural control techniques for OFWTs. Struc-
tural control is traditionally a field of civil engineer-
ing that has been successfully employed for over 
20 years in large buildings and bridges in order to 
reduce loading caused by wind and earthquakes, as 
well as to increase building inhabitant comfort by 
reducing acceleration of the structure. Many devices 
have been developed for this purpose, the most com-
mon being a tuned mass damper (TMD). This device, 
in its simplest passive form, consists of a mass on a 
horizontal track attached to the building via a spring 
and damper. The spring stiffness is tuned so that the 
mass vibrates at a structure natural frequency, and 
the damper is used to dissipate vibrational energy 
from the structure. The mass of the TMD is typically 
between 1-4 percent of the total structure mass.

In order to apply these systems in floating wind 
turbines, it is necessary to construct a simulation 
tool with which to model both the wind turbine 
as well as the structural control device. FAST (Fa-
tigue, Aerodynamics, Structures, and Turbulence) 
is a powerful tool developed by NREL for simulat-
ing wind turbines that has the capability of model-
ing OFWTs. I developed a modification for FAST in 
order to provide the capability of simulating passive 
tuned mass dampers, located in the nacelle or the 
platform, and oriented to oscillate in the direction 
of the wind or perpendicular to this direction. With 
this modeling tool, named FAST-SC, the effects of 
TMDs on the various floating platform designs can 
be quantified in terms of fatigue and ultimate load 
reductions.

Using this modeling tool, an optimization analy-
sis was conducted to find the best TMD spring and 

damping parameters for several values of the TMD 
mass, in terms of fatigue damage reduction of the 
NREL 5MW reference turbine mounted on three 
floating platforms, as well as a monopole. The float-
ing platforms used were the ITI Energy Barge, stabi-
lized by its large buoyant water plane area, the MIT/
NREL Tension-Leg Platform, a mooring line stabi-
lized design, and the OC3 Hywind Spar Buoy, which 
derives its stability from a counter-balance. The ideal 
way to optimize the TMDs for these platforms would 
be to wrap an optimization routine around FAST-SC 
itself, which would set the spring and damping con-
stants, run a FAST-SC simulation, then modify the 
parameters based on the results of the simulation, 
and repeat. However, FAST-SC is computationally 
expensive, and this optimization routine could need 
hundreds or even thousands of iterations to arrive 
at an optimum. Since only the structural dynamic 
functionality of FAST-SC is needed for optimization 
(no aerodynamics are needed), a simplified struc-
tural model was developed for each of the platforms. 
This model was used in the optimization algorithm 
instead of FAST-SC.

Due to the high degree of nonlinearity of the 
models, a standard optimization routine may fail 
to find the true optimum for the system. Instead, a 
genetic algorithm was employed to solve this prob-
lem. A genetic algorithm uses a scheme similar to 
natural selection in order to determine the best de-
sign for a system. This reduced computation time 
and found the true optimum TMD configuration 
for each floating platform. These optimum constants 
for the spring and damper were then simulated in a 
number of FAST-SC under realistic wind and wave 
conditions in order to determine the magnitude of 
the fatigue and ultimate load reductions. The results 
show promise for passive TMDs, with load reduc-
tions of over 20 percent in some cases. Ongoing 
work at the University of Massachusetts Amherst 
is investigating realistic designs of TMDs that can 
be implemented in a floating wind turbine, such as 
tuned liquid column dampers.

Offshore floating wind turbines show promise for 
use in deep waters, but the increased loading from 
platform dynamics may lead to high structure costs. 
Utilizing optimized passive TMDs will reduce this 
loading, which will allow designers to use less mate-
rial and can lead to reduced overall system cost.   

optimizing passive tuned mass dampers can greatly reduce loads in offshore floating wind 
turbines, leading to more viability in deep waters. 

Matthew A. Lackner, Ph.D.
UmASS Wind Energy center

matthew A. lackner, Ph.d., is an assistant professor of mechanical and industrial engineering at the University of massachusetts 
Amherst and a member of its Wind Energy center. he can be reached at (413) 545-4713 or lackner@ecs.umass.edu. Also visit www.
umass.edu/windenergy.

mailto:lackner@ecs.umass.edu?subject=Referred by Wind Systems Mag
http://www.umass.edu/windenergy
http://www.umass.edu/windenergy
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logiSTicS

i Am oFTEn ASKEd hoW imPoRTAnT quality systems 
are in logistics. I always answer by saying that it depends 
on the scope of the transportation. If the scope of trans-
port is relatively noncritical, then the need is less than for 
critical transport. For example, a simple LTL—or “less 
than truckload”—transport requires less of the attention 
than of a critical just in time delivery. It is a lesson I learned 
in school; the importance of precision in your work. More 
importantly, the amount of that precision required versus 
the costs required to obtain that precision. “What is the 
acceptable level of precision required” is a question that 
I always asked myself while planning for projects. It is a 
major input when considering the scope, resources, and 
time required on projects.

Quality can easily be exchanged for precision within lo-
gistics. I define logistic quality as the ability to deliver the 
right item, in the right condition, in the right quantity, at 
the right time, and with the right supporting information. 
Any logistics quality system needs to be defined by these 
five actions. If all the actions are completed successfully, 
then the overall project is successful. It is something that 
is often called “the perfect order,” and it is a metric that 
many companies track.

The logistics quality system needs to be designed to 
address the perfect order. I first learned of this quality 
concept from Dr. Edward Frazelle while attending logis-
tics seminars at Georgia Tech. It is the quality concept of 
measuring all the inputs that affect an order and measur-
ing the overall metric. This overall metric is then the indi-
cation of the performance of the overall system. Your lo-
gistics quality system has to reflect the perfect order score 
that is your target for your company. Admittedly, some 
company’s targets are lower than others, and it can even 
be different for different products, services, and projects 
within the same company.

After answering the initial importance of logistics qual-
ity, I am often asked as a follow-up what makes up the 
system and how do you insure it is followed? There is re-
ally no short answer for these questions, but here are my 
guidelines. The system needs three basic elements: met-
rics/measurement, process/procedure, and reporting/
repair.

Metrics/measurements will determine the amount of 
precision that is required within your scope. Does the 
transport require a delivery performance of high preci-
sion or not? The metric is your target, the measurement is 
your score. Process/procedure tells you what actions and 
how to do the actions. Process illustrates what needs to 

be done, while procedures indicate how. I often use high-
level flow charts for communicating what steps need to 
happen for the particular process. This is very effective 
in the field with subcontractors. It paints what has to be 
done, and in what sequence. It also allows me to gage if 
they really understand the process by describing the flow 
chart back to me. One more step for assuring a high-
quality result. Procedures are step by step instructions 
on how something is done. Once again, an understand-
ing of precision really helps when writing the procedure. 
The greater the required precision, the more detailed the 
procedures.

Process/procedure documents are critical to have for 
quality certification, but they do not need to be so cum-
bersome as to not be used in the field. These need not be 
an exercise of document creation, but rather a working 
tool used by your company and subcontractors. Report-
ing/repair closes the loop on the quality systems. Whereas 
metric/measurement tells what the target is, process/pro-
cedure tells how to get there, reporting/repair tells you if 
you’ve achieved your target, and if you didn’t what needs 
to be done to improve. Reporting should be made easy 
to do, but capture the critical data required to first gage 
your process and secondly to indicate a problem. I also 
encourage sharing this reporting will all participants. If 
something happens outside the metric, what is the root 
cause, what needs fixed and what are the follow up actions 
required? Repair is the action that gets you back on track.

In logistics, precision and quality are related. It is im-
portant to understand the level of precision that is re-
quired so that your quality systems reflect it. Too much 
precision when not required will cost you money and 
time. Not enough will affect your quality of product or 
service.  

A logistics quality system involving three basic elements—metrics/measurement, process/
procedure, and reporting/repair—will lead to better outcomes.

Michael Graska
Professional logistics group, inc.

“i define logistic quality as 
the ability to deliver the right 
item, in the right condition, 
in the right quantity, at the 

right time, and with the right 
supporting information.”

michael graska is project leader with Professional logistics group. For more information go online to 
www.prologisticsgroup.com.

http://www.prologisticsgroup.com
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PRoFilE

For more than six decades this company has been providing 
access solutions to commercial and industrial clients. The wind 
energy market is now a primary focus.

SPidER Wind AccESS
By Russ Willcutt
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iT bEgAn in REnTon, WAShingTon, in 1947 
when Spider—now a division of SafeWorks, LLC—
was formed by the Fisher brothers. Painters by pro-
fession, they recognized a need for suspended access 
to industrial structure and high-rise buildings and 
introduced the well-known Spider basket. Thus, with 
contracting in their DNA, Spider understands its 
products must be safe, practical, and reliable.

For more than 60 years contractors have been 
depending on Spider to provide solutions that work 
both safely and profitably. The wind energy industry 
is a major recipient of this expertise, both throughout 
North America and around the world. Spider under-
stands that wind farm owners and operators share 
common problems worldwide, requiring specialized 
access choices.

With this experience in developing hoists, sus-
pended platforms, and rigging for both the industrial 
and commercial markets, Spider realized it could 
play an important role in the emerging wind mar-
ket. “Since our suspended access solutions have been 
used in power generation operations for years, it was 
a natural for us to get involved in wind as well,” says 
Clint Ramberg, director of Spider Wind Access. “But 
we wanted to make sure we did it the right way.”

Spider reached out to wind turbine owners, op-
erators, and service providers seeking input and 
guidance prior to conducting tests and achieving 
the necessary certifications before their first wind 
access platform was designed and launched. With 
the success of the beta tests, and receiving a posi-
tive response from contractors, the leadership team 
decided to play a larger role in the wind market and 
identified a dedicated team of experts to concentrate 
on the wind access industry. Spider is the only manu-
facturer with its own nationwide branch network 
focused solely on providing safe access solutions at 
elevation. Leading professionals demand reliability, 
and they put their trust in Spider to comply with local 
standards, regardless of where the work is found.

“Having the global footprint with local manufac-
turing, service, and support in all key wind markets,” 
Ramberg says, “we design and manufacture practical, 
simple, and smart access products that offer the low-
est cost of ownership in the industry and are available 
for direct distribution from 25 company owned of-
fices throughout the Americas.”

Versatility is key, as the modular design of Spider 
products allows for configurations to meet virtu-
ally any wind-related application. At the center of 
the product lineup is the 360° Blade Access Platform 
(BAP), which easily converts into a 5- or 6.7-foot BAP 

for tight spaces. The modularity of the system also al-
lows easier transportation, not only between turbines 
but over longer distances as well, reducing the overall 
mobilization costs. The 360° BAP also converts into a 
curved Tower Access Platform (TAP) and eliminates 
the need for expensive cranes, providing a safe and 
reliable wind turbine maintenance solution. In ad-
dition to platforms Spider offers a complete line of 
safety solutions including harnesses, lanyards, rope 
and cable grabs, self-retracting lifelines—including 
the Spiderline horizontal lifeline system—anchorage 
connectors, and traction and drum hoists.

Ramberg says two primary targets for the com-
pany’s platforms are operations and maintenance 
(O&M) service providers and specialty contractors. 
“Whether it’s an O&M performing the full scale of 

turbine services such as inspections and repairs, or 
a contractor cleaning towers, performing composite 
repairs, or applying coatings, Spider access systems 
are ideal for any of these wind applications,” he says. 
“We are an ISO 9001:2008 manufacturer, and all of 
our products are OSHA and UL compliant. We also 
provide competent person training to help users 
comply with OSHA regulations”

As the wind energy industry continues to evolve, 
Spider Wind Access will grow along with it, with 
new products already in development to address the 
larger turbines that will be coming online, both on 
and offshore. “We have people who’ve been with this 
company for their entire careers,” Ramberg says, “and 
with more than a century of combined experience 
between us we have a wealth of knowledge to share 
with our clients in the wind industry both here in the 
United States and around the world.”  

call (877) 774-3370 or e-mail wind@spiderstaging.com. go online to www.spiderstaging.com.

“With more than a century 
of combined experience 
between us, we have a 
wealth of knowledge to 
share with our clients in 

the wind industry both here 
in the United States and 

around the world.”

mailto:wind@spiderstaging.com?subject=Referred by Wind Systems Mag
http://www.spiderstaging.com
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A TEmPlATE FoR 
SUccESS in TExAS

lUbbocK’S highly SKillEd And EdUcATEd 
workforce, proximity and connection to major na-
tional and international markets, and affordable 
utility and living costs make it the ideal place to 
grow your wind-energy business. As the hub city of 
West Texas, our economy is diverse, with a healthy 
mix of business and professional services, whole-
sale and retail trade, research and manufacturing, 
and government employment. Lubbock also has the 
largest medical industry between Dallas and Phoe-
nix.

With a regional population base of more than 
287,000 people, Lubbock’s size affords businesses 

access to dedicated community leaders and person-
alized service while providing a pipeline of person-
nel to fill your workforce needs. With a Division I 
university, two private universities, and a fast-grow-
ing community college, Lubbock County boasts 
over 50,000 college students. If your business has 
an interest in access to technology and innovation, 
Lubbock is the place for you to grow and prosper. 

STRATEgic locATion
Lubbock is located on the south plains of West Tex-
as on the crossroads of Interstate 27 and four major 
U.S. highways, in the central time zone, and equi-

The Lubbock Economic Development Alliance 
has assembled a support system to help 
assure the success of wind farm developers 
and component manufacturers. 

By Adrianna Alter

Adrianna Alter is communications coordinator at the lubbock Economic development Alliance. 
She can be reached at (806) 749-4500, adrianna.alter@lubbockeda.org, or www.lubbockeda.org.

mailto:adrianna.alter@lubbockeda.org?subject=Referred by Wind Systems Mag
http://www.lubbockeda.org
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distant to both coasts for ease of U.S. distribution. 
Within the city you will find a well-planned trans-
portation network with an average commute time 
of 16 minutes, as well as the Lubbock International 
Airport.

As a new company looking to relocate or expand 
into Texas, Lubbock is the right place for you. The 
Lubbock Economic Development Alliance (LEDA) 
prides itself in being your resource for success and 
looks forward to serving your business needs. We 
understand the difficulty in choosing a new loca-
tion, and we have all the right tools to assist you 
in your decision making process whether you are 

a business owner or site selector. Lubbock’s great 
attributes include its low cost of living, productive 
workforce, ideal transportation location, local and 
state incentive packages, sustainable industries, and 
many educational opportunities. LEDA also utilizes 
the extensive knowledge of regional resources, in-
dustry clusters, and the local business community 
environment to remain competitive and meet your 
businesses needs.

Wind EnERgy
“Lubbock is a natural fit for a wind energy company 
to locate because of its strategic location within the 
developing wind resource, complemented with ac-
cess to industry-leading wind research at Texas Tech 
University that is fueled, in part, by an $8.4-million 
grant from the State of Texas,” according to John 
Schroeder, Ph.D., director and associate professor 
of atmospheric science at the Texas Tech University 
Wind Science & Engineering Research Center.

Texas is the national leader in overall wind instal-
lations and is the first state to reach 10,000 mega-
watts (MW) of wind energy installations. Texas is 
also home to three of the 2008 Top Wind Congres-
sional Districts. Lubbock is number one. Within 
Texas, the Panhandle region possesses the top four 
proposed Competitive Renewable Energy Zones 
(CREZs), otherwise known as “hot spots” for re-
newable resources. By connecting these CREZs to 
the Electric Reliability of Texas (ERCOT) grid, Lub-
bock—in conjunction with the entire West Texas 
region—has the opportunity to transmit more than 
18,000MW of wind power to the metropolitan areas 
connected to the ERCOT grid due to recent legisla-
tion. 

AcAdEmic RESoURcES
Texas Tech University is internationally known for 
its study of the wind. For more than 40 years scien-
tists have looked at how the wind affects buildings 
and human lives. Now Texas Tech is positioning it-
self to become a world leader in wind energy. The 
National Institute for Renewable Energy (NIRE) 

Fig. 1: Texas is rife with wind-farm activity.
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and Texas Tech University will 
soon power up the first of sev-
eral planned renewable energy 
test production facilities to help 
resolve key issues. The first wind 
turbines will be placed at Reese 
Technology Center in Lubbock.

The Wind Science and Engi-
neering Research Center (WiSE) 
is a collaborative center that 
bridges multiple disciplines in-
cluding atmospheric science, 
economics, mathematics, and 

civil, mechanical, and electrical 
engineering. WiSE has pioneered 
above-ground storm shelters and 
developed FEMA adopted regu-
lations on household and com-
munity storm shelters, helped to 
establish stronger building codes 
for cities in hurricane and torna-
do prone areas, and led the effort 
to develop the Enhanced Fujita 
Scale.

“From a research standpoint, 
Lubbock is the ideal destination 

to refine your existing technology 
or build it from scratch,” Schro-
eder says. “Texas Tech University 
is using its unique observational 
facilities to study everything from 
large-scale atmospheric phenom-
ena to small-scale turbulence in 
an effort to optimize turbine per-
formance and minimize loads.”

If Texas were a country, it 
would rank sixth in the world in 
installed wind power. Texas con-
tinues to lead the nation in the 
number of installed wind tur-
bines, totaling 6,485 wind tur-
bines with a gross capacity of 
9,728MW for 2010. This effort 
has been made possible through 
the cooperative attitude of land 
and business owners, in both the 
public and private sectors, who 
understand the importance of re-
newable energy. 

mAnUFAcTURing
The manufacturing industry is 
highly diverse in Lubbock, from 
food, machinery, and fabricated 
metal to computer and electronic 
product manufacturing. Accord-
ing to the Bureau of Labor Statis-
tics (BLS), manufacturing in the 
United States will have an average 
annual rate of change of -1.3 per-
cent from 2008 to 2018. During 
this same period, the South Plains 
region will have an annual rate of 
change of 6.0 percent.

Lubbock’s success rests in le-
veraging its most valuable com-
munity resources and organizing 
partnerships at the local, state, 
and federal levels. Over the past 
decade the LEDA workforce team 
has been recognized statewide 
and nationally for its innovative 
and creative workforce programs. 
One such partnership—known 
as the Byron Martin Advanced 
Technology Center (ATC)—was 
the first of its kind in the nation, 
and it has since been a model to 
other programs looking to im-
plement similar ventures. This 
unique educational venture lo-
cated in Lubbock is composed of 
a partnership between the South 
Plains College, the Lubbock Inde-

Fig. 2: Sweeping plains provide steady wind flow during peak hours.

Fig. 3: The lubbock Economic development Alliance is at the center 
of a network of support and resources.
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pendent School District, Lub-
bock Economic Development 
Alliance, and a number of indus-
try partners. The ATC delivers 
cooperative technical education 
programs to support the devel-
opment of a skilled technical 
workforce for Lubbock and the 
South Plains region. The facility 
enables South Plains College to 
collaborate with its educational 
partners to provide rapid re-
sponse training to attract new 
business and industry and cus-
tomized job training to support 
and retain existing businesses. 
The ATC is the first high school 
in the nation to have this type 
of pathway to higher education 
with cultivated partnerships 
amongst high school, commu-
nity college, and higher educa-
tion.

Another great program con-
tinuing to strengthen Lubbock’s 
manufacturing industry is the 
Manufacturing Certification 
Program under the national 
organization, the Manufactur-
ing Skills Standards Council 
(MSSC). MSSC training and 
assessment address the need 
for employability as well as 
academic and technical skills. 
Rigorous assessments require 
mastery of core knowledge and 
skills that are essential to high 
performance manufacturing. 
MSSC certification is designed 
to validate that certified indi-
viduals have both the technical 
and academic skills needed to 
work in modern manufacturing.

The manufacturing industry 
is strong and vibrant in Lub-
bock. In 2010 it had an overall 
economic impact on the city 
of over $1.5 billion. Lubbock’s 
success is centered on its ability 
to offer a diverse conglomerate 
of educational opportunities, 
abundant skills development 
resources, and an engaged busi-
ness community. Plus, West 
Texans have been instilled with 
an entrepreneurial spirit, an in-
dustrious character, and a proud 
work ethic found nowhere else. 

ANOTHER INDUSTRY.

SOLVING YOUR INDUSTRY’S
MANUFACTURING CHALLENGES
COULD COME FROM THE MOST 

UNLIKELY SOURCE...

AEROSPACE MEDICALDEFENSE ENERGY

If you want creativity in solving your most 
complex manufacturing challenges, think 
outside your own industry. Mfg4 is the one 
event where you can see advanced solutions 
for applications in aerospace, defense 
(including arms), medical, and energy. 
Produced in partnership with leading OEMs 
and the Society of Manufacturing Engineers 
(SME), Mfg4 unlocks the new possibilities in 
manufacturing. Register at mfg4event.com.
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ciTy PRoFilE
At 250,000 people, Lubbock is the eleventh largest city in Texas, the sec-
ond largest west of I-35, and is projected to grow 6.13 percent through 
2017. With a median age of 29.41, the city’s residents are youthful and 
hardworking. Lubbock’s cost of living, almost 11 percentage points be-
low the national average, is the lowest among the major cities in Texas 
and the United States, and are strengthened still further due to the 
absence of any personal income taxes.

Lubbock enjoys 263 days of sunshine per year, with average month-
ly high temperatures in the mid fifties and low nineties in the winter 

http://www.mfg4event.com
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and summer, respectively. As a result of Lubbock’s 
ideal climate, area operations are rarely impacted 
by weather conditions and experience virtually no 
weather related downtime.

The Lubbock Economic Development Alliance 
offers a complete set of services, including arrang-

ing a full itinerary of meetings and briefings for 
you during a visit to Lubbock. We will go to great 
lengths to provide you with all the right contacts 
and information to support your decision to relo-
cate or expand to Lubbock. New business is good 
business, and we strive to help you succeed. 

Fig. 5: A wind flow map of the United States shows particular activity in Texas.

Fig. 4: The byron martin Advanced Technology center in lubbock is a singular workforce training 
collaboration.
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Wind PoWER 
FoREcASTing

ElEcTRicAl gEnERATion by Wind TURbinES 
has grown dramatically over the past decade. Con-
struction of wind turbines has been an attractive 
option for developers because the turbines gener-
ate no onsite pollution and thus receive preferen-
tial treatment of various forms from governments 
at various levels, they require no substantial inputs 
once installed, and they are constructed in small 
units of tens of megawatts of generating capacity, 
requiring much smaller upfront costs than typi-
cally sized fossil fuel or nuclear power plants. As a 
result, in the Electrical Reliability Council of Texas 
(ERCOT) service area, electricity from wind tur-

bines now frequently exceeds 20 percent of total 
electrical demand during the winter, when winds 
are strong and electrical demand relatively low.

Wind vARiAbiliTy
The challenge to electrical system operators from 
wind comes from its variability. Wind generation 
variability now represents a large share of the total 
variability of the net electrical demand (demand 
minus renewable generation) that must be met by 
non-renewable power sources. Neither demand 
variability nor renewable generation is perfectly 
predictable, but it is safe to say that wind genera-

Independent system operators, regional 
transmission organizations, and utilities all 
have a critical need for accurate forecasts of 
electrical generation by wind.

By Daniel Kirk-Davidoff

daniel Kirk-davidoff is chief scientist for weather and climate services, mdA information Systems, 
inc., and adjunct assistant professor, department of Atmospheric and oceanic Science, University of 
maryland, college Park. go online to www.mdainformationsystems.com.

http://www.mdainformationsystems.com
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tion represents a major source of uncertainty in 
the net demand forecast in either the next hour or 
the next day. For example, in ERCOT in the winter, 
wind generation typically fluctuates between 1 to 
7 GW over the course of a day or so, while total 
demand varies between 24 to 36 GW over the same 
period.

Independent system operators, regional trans-
mission organizations, and utilities all have a criti-
cal need for accurate forecasts of electrical genera-
tion by wind. Each increment in forecast accuracy 
allows a reduction in the need for costly last-min-
ute power purchases, or “curtailments,” when gen-

erators are asked, and sometimes paid, to cut back 
generation.

Wind generation forecasts are especially in de-
mand for two discrete lead-time intervals. The 
day-ahead forecast—issued at least once on the 
morning of one day, and valid at hourly intervals 
for the period 12:00 a.m. through 11:59 p.m. of 
the following day—is used to set conditions for 
bidding on delivery of electrical generation in 
the many electrical markets that auction off the 
right to sell power into the grid for each hour of 
the following day. The short-term forecast—is-
sued at hourly or greater frequency for intervals 
of 15 minutes or less out to perhaps six hours in 
advance—is of particular interest to electrical sys-
tem operators who must balance electrical supply 
and demand perfectly, and can save money by giv-
ing warning to suppliers of electrical generation 
in the “spot” market for last minute generation re-
quests. These forecast customers are particularly 
interested in accurate forecasts of wind “ramps,” 
when wind generation increases or decreases rap-
idly over a period of minutes to hours. Forecasts of 
wind generation are in demand by electrical sys-
tem operators (utilities, regional transmission or-
ganizations, and independent system operators), 
by participants in electrical markets (electrical 
generation owners, traders in natural gas, and oth-
er fuels), and by wind farm owners and operators, 
who may be required provide forecasts of their ex-
pected generation, or may need forecasts in order 
to offer bids in the day-ahead market.

At MDA Information Systems, we provide fore-
casts of wind generation for individual wind farms 
and for aggregate generation over all wind farms 
in a Regional Transmission Organization territory 
(currently for MISO, ERCOT, CAISO, PJM, BPA, 
AESO, and IESO). Forecasts are based on a con-
tinuously tuned ensemble of forecast models, and 
on statistical prediction based on observed winds 
from the wind farm and the neighboring observa-
tion stations. 

FoREcASTing TEchnology
The ability to forecast the wind speed and direction 
at all locations in the atmosphere is at the heart of 
modern weather forecasting. Only because we can 
accurately model the forces that operate on the 
atmosphere, and predict the resulting changes in 
momentum of air at each location, are we able to 
predict where upward motion will generate cool-
ing, condensation, clouds, and rain; where down-
ward motion will produce warming, drying, and 
sunny weather; where winds from the tropics will 
tend to produce a warm day; and winds from the 
polar regions a cold day. Our ability to predict the 
track and intensity of winter storms before they 
even come into existence depends entirely on the 
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existence of computer models 
of the atmosphere that integrate 
Newton’s equations of motion at 
high resolution around the world 
and throughout the depth of the 
atmosphere.

Without these Numerical 
Weather Prediction (NWP) 
methods, forecasting must rely 
on statistics. For example, in 
many locations wind speeds at 

the height of a wind turbine hub 
(about 80 m above the ground) 
are stronger at night than in the 
day, and stronger in the winter 
than in the summer. In addition, 
like variations in most geophysi-
cal variables, variations in wind 
have some “memory.” The wind 
speed 20 minutes from now is 
much more likely to be about as 
strong as it is right now than it 

is to be much weaker or much 
stronger. Thus, a forecast of the 
wind generation one hour from 
now might be made based only 
on lag-regression methods that 
detect relationships between the 
wind generation at a given time 
with the wind generation at a few 
time intervals before that given 
time. The lag regression for indi-
vidual wind farms is lower than 
for aggregate generation over a 
large number of farms (fig. 2), 
which makes forecasting for in-
dividual farms more difficult.

For very long-range forecasts 
and very short-range forecasts, 
we must rely at least partially on 
statistics. Because of the chaotic 
nature of the atmosphere, the de-
tailed motions are unpredictable 
beyond about two weeks: the at-
mosphere does not yet “know” if 
it will be a calm day or a windy 
day two weeks from now at any 
given location. However, com-
puter models can make use of in-
formation about the state of the 
oceans, which have a long “mem-
ory,” to predict that the weather a 
couple of weeks or months from 
now is likely to be windier or less 
windy than average. Even with-
out NWP models we can make 
very long-range forecasts based 
on persistent climate features 
like the El Niño/La Niña varia-
tion. If the Pacific Ocean is cur-
rently in a strong La Niña state, 
it is likely to still be in a strong 
La Niña state two months from 
now. If the winds in a particular 
location tend to be stronger un-
der La Niña than under average 
conditions, then we can skillfully 
predict that winds a few months 
from now are likely to be stron-
ger than average in that particu-
lar location.

For the short-range forecast, 
NWP methods must compete 
with the atmosphere’s strong 
memory. Since a prediction that 
the wind in the next hour will be 
the same as the wind right now 
is likely to be a very good fore-
cast, NWP methods must be 
very powerful to improve upon 

Fig. 1: Wind generation (scale is five times larger) and total electrical 
load in ERcoT over a week in late january 2012. (courtesy of ERcoT) 

Fig. 2: lag-autocorrelation of wind generation at individual wind 
farms and of aggregate wind generation for all farms, for the AESo 
interconnection. data for the month of january, 2012 (AESo).
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statistical methods. As comput-
ers increase in speed, it becomes 
possible to incorporate more and 
more data (e.g. from Doppler ra-
dar) into the NWP models more 
and more quickly, and to run the 
models at ever-higher resolution. 
This allows NWP methods to 
compete with statistical methods 
at shorter and shorter lead times, 
offering the hope that a rapid in-
crease in wind speed at one wind 
farm—due, for example, to a gust 
of wind emerging from a single 
strong thunderstorm, and caus-
ing a “ramp” in wind electrical 
generation—might be predict-
able a few hours in advance. 

At present, short-term wind 
power forecasts typically use 
statistical techniques that learn 
from the data on wind speed and 
power variations at the location 
of interest and surrounding near-
by observation points, and de-
velop predictive relationships be-
tween present and recent winds 
at and around this location and 
future winds. This allows more 
skillful forecasts of the wind than 
NWP methods for up to three 
hours. In some specialized situa-
tions, where the short range fore-
cast is of particular interest, and 
where complex terrain makes the 
atmospheric flow field complex, 
very high resolution NWP mod-

els can be run over a small region 
(perhaps a square region a few 
hundred kilometers on a side), 
and can contribute skill even on 
these short time scales.

Beyond that time, we use a col-
lection (or ensemble) of NWP 
models to forecast wind speed 
from three hours out to 10 days 
or more. The NWP models pre-
dict wind, temperature, water va-
por, and precipitation at distinct 
locations on a grid that covers 
a large area—either the whole 
world, or some discrete region 
on the earth. To predict wind 
generation from an individual 
wind farm, each model’s wind 
speed prediction is first interpo-
lated from the model grid to the 
location of the wind farm. Fig-
ure 3 shows the wind speed and 
direction prediction for a single 
NWP model, the U.S. National 
Weather Service North America 
Model, with the locations of wind 
farms shown as orange dots. The 
type of wind turbine at the farm 
is then noted, and that turbine’s 
power curve, the relationship be-
tween wind speed at the turbine 
hub and the wind power gener-
ated by the turbine, is used to 
estimate the power produced 
by all the turbines in the farm. 
If the farm extends over more 
than a single model grid square, 

this operation may be repeated 
for each individual turbine, and 
the production from all turbines 
summed to predict the wind farm 
generation.

By comparing each NWP mod-
el’s prediction with observations 
over the past several weeks, we 
remove biases from each model. 
Combining these tuned fore-
casts, and weighting them by 
their accuracy, so that more skill-
ful models receive more weight 
than less skillful models, pro-
duces a consensus forecast more 
skillful than any of the individual 
models. The range of predictions 
of the full set of tuned models 
can be used to estimate the un-
certainty of that particular fore-
cast. When the full set of models 
predicts a wide range of wind 
speeds at a given time in the fu-
ture, our confidence in the pre-
diction of the model consensus 
should be somewhat lower than 
when all the model predictions 
fall tightly together.

Our forecast processes are 
summarized in fig. 4, which 
shows the flow of data from the 
client (who provides actual wind 
and wind power generation data 
at the wind farm, in real time if 
possible), to our company, and 
back to the client as a wind and 
wind energy forecast. The key to 

Fig. 3: Wind speed (indicated by 
color saturation, and wind barb 

length) and direction (arrows 
point in the direction of wind flow) 

derived from the U.S. national 
center for Environmental 

Prediction north America model 
(nAm). The wind farms shown in 
orange are those that contribute 

to the midwest independent 
System operator (miSo) electrical 

interconnection.
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skillful wind power forecasting is 
the care and research that is put into 
the process of bias removal from 
each model.

This ensemble forecasting meth-
odology also allows skillful predic-
tion of forecast uncertainty. The 
magnitude of past forecast errors 
are examined by lead time, and cor-
related with the range of forecast 
from our tuned model ensemble. 
Once derived, this relationship be-
tween model spread and forecast 
errors in the past allows us to skill-
fully predict the uncertainty of each 
forecast at each lead time. Detailed 

knowledge of forecast uncertainty 
allows energy managers to minimize 
their financial risk from electricity 
markets.

Wind forecasts are presented to 
users as a Web display, from which 
numerical data can be generated 
for incorporation into spreadsheets 
or other software. An example is 
shown in fig. 5. The interface allows 
a user to view the multiple tuned 
model forecasts that underlie the 
consensus forecast, and also shows 
confidence intervals (+/- one stan-
dard deviation). The menu allows 
the user to select the region or wind 

farm of interest, while buttons allow 
the user to check past forecast his-
tory and skill.

FUTURE PRogRESS
To date, much wind generation 
forecast skill has derived from the 
relatively low resolution global 
models run by the various national 
and multinational weather ser-
vices, in particular the U.S. Global 
Forecast System and the European 
Center for Medium Range Weather 
Forecasting global model. Regional 
models, such as the U.S. RUC and 
NAM models may have lower bias-
es, but their skill (the correlation of 
the forecast wind with the observed 
wind at a given lead time) has not 
been markedly better. However, as 
greater and greater computational 
and observational resources are put 
into improving the short-term fore-
cast, new generations of computer 
models such as the High Resolution 
Rapid Refresh (HRRR) model, are 
showing good results. The HRRR 
issues forecasts each hour for each 
15-minute interval out to 15 hours 
in the future. A public-private effort 
funded by the U.S. Department of 
Energy and the National Oceano-
graphic and Atmospheric Adminis-
tration, the Wind Forecast Improve-
ment Project (www.esrl.noaa.gov/
psd/psd3/wfip) is testing the utility 
of a significant expansion of the 
observational network for winds 
in the lower atmosphere in pro-
ducing improved forecasts, with 
lower mean errors and improved 
prediction of forecast skill.  

Fig. 5: mdA’s wind generation forecast Web interface.

Fig. 4: Flow chart of 
mdA’s wind power 
forecast system.

http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/psd3/wfip
http://www.esrl.noaa.gov/psd/psd3/wfip
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PATEnTing ThE  
WindS oF innovATion

RESEARch And dEvEloPmEnT AcTiviTy at 
the world’s top wind-power companies has given 
rise to hundreds of new patents pertaining to all 
elements of wind turbine design, manufacture, and 
operation. Since 2001, the number of U.S. patents 
issued for innovations in wind power technol-
ogy has continually increased, as seen in fig. 1. 
The 2011 projections are based on patents issued 
through September 30, 2011.

The last decade has seen the concentration of 
wind-power patents in a handful of top companies. 
Many companies recognize that a strong intellec-
tual property position is important to protect their 

investments in research and development and to 
secure their market position. Patent leader Gener-
al Electric entered the wind-power marketplace in 
2002 when it acquired the assets of the Enron Wind 
Corp. and formed GE Wind Energy. GE has grown 
its wind patent portfolio rapidly since then, and 
it has been issued more wind-technology patents 
each year than any other company. Enercon, anoth-
er market leader, benefits from a significant U.S. 
patent portfolio held by its founder and managing 
director, Aloys Wobben. Vestas Wind Systems be-
gan protecting its intellectual property in the U.S. 
in 2001, when it filed its first patent application. 

Companies are racing to protect their wind turbine 
technology with new patents, helping protect the 
market positions of innovator companies and 
leading to enhanced licensing opportunities. 

By Kelsey I. Nix

Kelsey i. nix is a partner at jones day in new york, where he specializes in patent litigation and licensing of intel-
lectual property. call (212) 326-8390, e-mail knix@jonesday.com, or visit www.jonesday.com (© 2012).  The views 
expressed in this article are the personal views of the author, and do not reflect those of jones day or its clients.

mailto:knix@jonesday.com?subject=Referred by Wind Systems Mag
http://www.jonesday.com
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Vestas’ first U.S. patent was issued in 2003.
However, as reflected in fig. 2, a significant por-

tion of wind-technology patents are held by smaller 
players. They are made up of more than 100 indi-
viduals and companies including Acciona, Aero-
dyne Engineering, Clipper Windpower, DeWind, 
Gamesa, Northern Power Systems, and Valmont 
Industries.

Some companies have specific research focal 
points. For example, the ABB Group, headquar-
tered in Switzerland, holds several patents for wind 
farm design, wind farm management, and opera-
tions methods for flexible and efficient energy de-

livery. Clipper Windpower, a Canadian turbine 
manufacturer, has patented several generator de-
signs, as well as extendable/retractable rotor blades 
for wind and water turbines. Hitachi holds several 
patents on wind turbine generator designs. Dutch 
turbine maker NEG Micon, which was acquired by 
Vestas, focused research efforts on managing and 
dampening unwanted turbine blade oscillation, 
including using liquids within blade components 
to counteract blade stress. Valmont Industries, 
headquartered in Nebraska, has focused on towers 
and structures and has several patents relating to 
methods for erecting a wind turbine rotor on top 
of a tower.

Patented innovations in the wind-power indus-
try have focused on several key areas, including 
improved equipment design, especially for wind 
towers in remote locations; improved construction 
and assembly methods; and improved control and 
management techniques. With respect to equip-
ment, inventors have continued to refine the ba-
sic components of the wind turbine and blades to 
improve efficiency, longevity, and safety. To com-
pensate for the material degradation wind turbines 
face from their reliance on the elements, compa-
nies also have patented mechanical improvements 
and methods for reducing wear and damage from 
lightning, salt water, and ambient particulates that 
wear the turbine rotors. Turbine makers also have 
patented a number of strategies for managing the 
heat created by wind turbines, using air or water 
cycles to provide a renewable coolant. Several 
leading companies also have patented methods of 
noise dampening to make wind farms better neigh-
bors and to overcome opposition to wind turbine 
installation.

A second key area, construction and assembly 
methods, has seen innovations directed to improv-
ing the ability to install wind farms in remote loca-
tions. Companies have patented a variety of meth-
ods for constructing turbine towers or pylons that 
reduce the use of cranes and heavy weights. They 
also have patented systems for remote monitoring 
of wind farms, including farms that take advantage 
of less accessible locations with favorable wind 
conditions.

Proper management and control has been a third 
focus. Because the wind does not always blow 
steadily, wind turbines must negotiate between 
variable blade rotation and the need of the com-
mercial power grid for steady, fixed rates of elec-
tricity production. Inventors have addressed these 
problems, and the associated risks from power 
surges and abrupt cutoffs, with patented energy 
storage systems and techniques to balance turbine 
output within a wind farm. Recently issued patents 
describe improvements to reduce energy wasted in 
transfer to the electrical grid, and to maintain the 
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economies of scale promoted by 
large rotor diameters. Monitor-
ing systems also have been widely 
patented. A number of strategies 
have been developed to address 
and alert operators to the risks 
of wind sheer, imbalance of wind 
flow across a rotor, and material 
fatigue. There are several patent-
ed systems for alerting aircraft to 
the presence of wind turbines.

PATEnT liTigATion
As the installed base of wind en-
ergy increases and wind power 
becomes increasingly valuable, 
and as patent portfolios con-
tinue to grow, patent litigation 
is likely to become more fre-
quent. Enforcing their patents 
gives companies the opportu-
nity to generate revenues based 
on their inventions, which can 

be re-invested to develop new 
technology, and to protect their 
exclusivity in the marketplace. A 
review of the litigation landscape 
indicates that a handful of wind-
technology patents have been 
litigated thus far, and more could 
be on the way.

GE filed a complaint with the 
U.S. International Trade Com-
mission (ITC) in 2008 seeking to 
bar Mitsubishi Heavy Industries 
(MHI) from importing wind tur-
bines and components alleged to 
infringe three GE patents. The 
patents are generally directed to 
maintaining continuous turbine 
operation despite changing wind 
speeds and low voltage events, 
as well as to decoupling turbines 
from the grid to avoid damage 
from power fluctuations. In Jan-
uary 2010 the ITC ruled in favor 

Fig. 1: Wind energy patents.

Fig. 2: Wind energy patent portfolios (since 2001).
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of MHI. In re Certain Vari-
able Speed Wind Turbines 
and Components Thereof, In-
vestigation No. 337-TA-641. 
GE appealed the ITC decision 
to the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the Federal Circuit. In a 
split decision, the Federal Cir-
cuit recently (1) affirmed that 
MHI’s wind turbines did not 
infringe one GE patent, (2) 
reversed the ITC’s ruling on a 
second patent and remanded 
the case to the ITC for further 
proceedings on that patent, 
and (3) found that the appeal 
was moot with respect to the 
third patent because it expired 
in February 2011. General 
Electric Co. v. ITC, No. 2010-
1223 (Fed. Cir. Feb. 29, 2012). 

The dispute between GE 
and MHI has resulted in fur-
ther litigation in three federal 
district courts. First, before 
the ITC issued its decision, 
GE sued MHI in Texas for in-
fringing the patents involved 
in the ITC investigation. Gen-
eral Electric Co. v. Mitsubishi 
Heavy Indus., Ltd., No. 2:09-
cv-00229 (S.D. Tex., filed Sep-
tember 3, 2009). Shortly after 
filing, that case was stayed 
(and remains stayed) pending 
the outcome of the ITC inves-
tigation.  Next,  GE sued MHI 
in a different Texas court for 
infringing a new set of patents 
related to wind turbines. After 
a seven-day trial in that case, 
on March 8, 2012, the jury 
awarded over $170 million 
in damages to GE for MHI’s 
infringement of U.S. Patent 
No. 7,629,705, titled “Method 
and Apparatus for Operating 
Electrical Machines.” A sepa-
rate trial on MHI’s inequitable 
conduct defense will be held 
later. General Electric Co. 
v. Mitsubishi Heavy Indus., 
Ltd., No. 3:2010-cv-00276 
(N.D. Tex., filed Feb. 11, 2010). 
MHI countered with an anti-
trust lawsuit asserting that GE 
fraudulently obtained patents 
and pursued “sham “ litigation. 

Mitsubishi Heavy Indus., Ltd. v. 
General Electric Co., No. 5:10-
cv-05087 (W.D. Ark., filed May 
20, 2010). The antitrust case is on 
hold pending the outcome of the 
patent cases. GE also sued an in-
ventor—a former GE employee—
over rights to certain patented 
technology, and MHI intervened 
in that lawsuit. General Electric 
Co. v. Wilkins, No. 1:10-cv-00674 
(E.D. Cal., filed Apr. 15, 2010).

In an earlier lawsuit, Gamesa 
Eolica, S.A. v. General Electric 
Co., 359 F. Supp. 2d 790 (W.D. 
Wisc. 2005), Gamesa sued GE in 
2004 for infringement of a pat-
ent related to a variable speed 
wind turbine with a special con-
trol strategy based on electrical 
adjustment of generator torque. 
The parties disputed the scope 
and interpretation of the patent 
claims, and the court sided with 
defendant GE. Ultimately, GE was 
cleared of any direct infringement.

GE is not the only litigant in 
the wind energy space. One of the 

same patents at issue in the GE-
MHI dispute was litigated 10 years 
earlier, in Enercon GmbH v. ITC, 
151 F.3d 1376 (Fed. Cir. 1998). The 
Federal Circuit upheld an ITC rul-
ing that Enercon had sold infring-
ing variable speed wind turbines 
for importation into the U.S. The 
key issue on appeal was claim in-
terpretation. Enercon, the accused 
infringer, lost the appeal and was 
barred from shipping some of its 
turbine designs into the U.S.

In Baseload Energy, Inc. v. Rob-
erts, No. 1:08-cv-01838 (D.D.C., 
filed Oct. 27, 2008), Baseload 
sought a declaratory judgment 
that Robert’s patent, directed to 
kite-based power generation, was 
invalid. The case has progressed 
slowly since the Federal Circuit 
ruled in September 2010 that 
Baseload’s claims were not barred 
by an earlier settlement. Finally, 
Vestas sued Beaird over three pat-
ents relating to wind-turbine sup-
port towers, seeking a judgment 
that it did not infringe. Vestas-

http://www.cincinnatigearingsystems.com
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American Wind Technology, Inc. 
v. Beaird Company, Ltd. et al., 
No. 3:07-cv-01651 (D. Or., filed 
Nov. 2, 2007). The case settled in 
March 2009.

STRATEgic
EnFoRcEmEnT 
Whether your company is seek-
ing to enforce its patent portfo-
lio or is an accused infringer, it 
is important to remember that 
not all patents are created equal. 
Some are “pioneer patents” en-
titled to broad scope, while oth-
ers are “improvement patents” 
that are more narrow in scope 
and sometimes can be designed 
around. Broad patents, in the 
absence of invalidating prior art, 
can protect a particular techno-
logical innovation and raise a 
barrier to entry by new competi-
tors who want to practice that 
innovation. Investors, potential 
licensees, and accused infringers 
all should understand that evalu-
ating the strength and value of a 
patent requires a legal analysis of 
the patent and its history in the 
U.S. patent office; the prior art 
patents, publications, and devic-
es; and the availability of alter-
natives to the patented technol-
ogy. Similarly, as a patent owner, 
a legal analysis of the validity, 
enforceability, and potential in-
fringement of your own patents 
is fundamental to strategic man-
agement and enforcement of 
your portfolio.

Patents do not confer an exclu-
sive right to manufacture, sell, or 
use a product or process. Rath-
er, they grant the patent owner 
the right to exclude others from 
making, using, selling, or im-
porting the patented invention. 
This is a critical distinction. A 
patent has no intrinsic value; it 
derives its value from the ability 
to exclude others from a market 
opportunity. In other words, the 
value of a patent comes from the 
implicit threat that the patent 
holder will successfully sue for 
infringement. Thus, a willing-
ness to litigate is often a neces-

sary companion to a licensing 
program.

A patent holder has two broad 
options when enforcing its pat-
ents: sue its competitors for 
patent infringement to prevent 
them from practicing the patent-
ed technology, or license rights 
under the patents to one or more 
competitors in exchange for roy-
alties or a cross-license to rights 
under the competitor’s patents. 
A finding of infringement can 
lead to an award of monetary 
damages including treble damag-
es, interest, and reimbursement 
of attorney fees, as well as an in-
junction against further sales of 
the infringing product.

licEnSing 
conSidERATionS
As companies innovate, many 
develop internal procedures for 
identifying promising inven-
tions, filing patent applications, 
and building a patent portfo-
lio. However, fewer companies 
develop appropriate policies to 
extract value from the invest-
ment in their patent portfolios 
by strategic patent licensing and 
enforcement. More than most 
other assets, patents and other 
intellectual property must be 
managed strategically to achieve 
maximum value. Depending 
upon the licensing strategy, a 
company’s intellectual property 
can be a source of significant rev-
enue or a source of frustration. A 
successful licensing strategy can 
substantially enhance the value 
of a company, making it easier to 
attract financing and improving 
the odds of a favorable acquisi-
tion or successful public offering.

An important preliminary step 
in developing a licensing strategy 
is for a company to determine its 
business goals and opportunities. 
It is not enough to count your 
patents and determine whether 
they can be asserted against your 
direct competitors. Instead, a 
company should analyze how its 
patent portfolio can best comple-
ment its business plan. For ex-

ample, three different albeit re-
lated objectives are to maximize 
your sales revenue by excluding 
competitors from using your in-
novations in the marketplace, to 
broadly license your patent port-
folio to maximize your royalty 
income, or to selectively license 
your patents in specific geogra-
phies and market segments that 
you believe will not impact your 
own sales revenue.

Licensing strategies can be 
very sophisticated, and should 
be considered carefully. For ex-
ample, complications can arise 
when two or more companies 
have “blocking patents,” i.e., two 
or more patents that are both 
necessary to practice a particular 
technology and thus block ac-
cess to the technology. In those 
circumstances, cross licenses and 
patent pooling or package licens-
ing arrangements can be benefi-
cial. However, such arrangements 
should be carefully crafted to 
avoid violating U.S. antitrust or 
patent misuse principles, or Eu-
ropean Union competition rules. 
Compulsory licensing rules may 
provide another complication. 
Under compulsory licensing, a 
company is forced to license its 
technology to anyone seeking a 
license, often on terms dictated 
by a government body, not the 
company. Compulsory licensing 
is applied differently around the 
world, but it could become a con-
cern with renewable energy tech-
nologies because of the perceived 
public mandate for rapid deploy-
ment of those technologies.  

SUmmARy
The race is on to stake out patent 
positions in the growing wind-
power marketplace. Companies 
should be diligent in protecting 
their innovations and enforcing 
their patents. Likewise, when 
launching new products and ser-
vices, companies should carefully 
evaluate the patent landscape to 
minimize the risks of having to 
defend against a costly charge of 
infringement.  
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ThE EvolUTion oF 
Wind TRAining

AS EARly AS 10 yEARS Ago, training for wind tech-
nicians was informal at best. Learning in the field was a 
way of life, and just a handful of individuals were respon-
sible for wind turbines from conception to maintenance. 
In fact, it was often the same engineers who designed the 
turbines who would install, commission, and even service 
them. “On the job training literally started at zero,” ac-
cording to Walter Christmas, a wind energy technology 
instructor at the Ecotech Institute. “The best hiring man-
agers could do was find people with a technical aptitude 
and fill in the gaps of their knowledge and skills with on-
going training.”

Having spent time at both Suzlon and Christmas 

Windpower Services, he has seen firsthand how the in-
dustry has changed over time. “Wind companies were 
extremely lucky if they could find one person with experi-
ence in electronics, mechanics, hydraulics, and program-
mable logic controllers who could also climb a 200-foot 
tower and work in extreme conditions of heat and cold,” 
he says. “Needless to say, not everybody is suited for a job 
as a wind turbine technician. Of course, this means that 
the supply/demand curves added up to really good wages 
for a lucky few who found their way toward a career in 
wind.”

Responding to the need for trained technicians, some 
strategically located community colleges started group-

No longer dependent on field experience alone, wind 
energy technician training is being conducted at cutting-
edge facilities such as the Ecotech Institute.
By Shawn Lamb

Shawn lamb is a program director at the Ecotech institute in Aurora, colorado. learn more at 
www.ecotechinstitute.com.

http://www.ecotechinstitute.com
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ing previously existing shop classes into a wind turbine 
technology concentration of study. In fact, turbine manu-
facturers were known to donate nacelles to be repeatedly 
torn apart, examined, and reassembled. But this approach 
wasn’t a fully functioning training process, and industry-
trained instructors were often still missing from the edu-
cational experience. Five years ago training became more 
formalized, but it was still primarily conducted in-house 
by manufacturers or service companies such as the GE 
Energy Learning Center and Nordex USA, where I gained 
my passion for and knowledge of wind energy.

From my time with these businesses I was able to see 
how people from a variety of backgrounds found a place 

in the wind industry, but with drastically different experi-
ence. It made an incredible impact on both the training 
approach and the time it took to achieve mastery. 

EmPloyERS’ dEmAndS
So the quandary businesses were stuck with was this: Do 
employers go with on the job training, which can be slow 
and costly, or do they seek employees who have gone 
through school programs, which may lack the hands-on 
training and industry insight that students need? It soon 
became apparent that a third option was necessary.

As the wind industry continued to grow, the demand 
also increased for proper wind training. It became appar-
ent that specific skill sets, courage, professionalism, and a 
dogged attention to the details were all necessary to com-
plete the job role and a hybrid of classroom education 
and practical training was necessary to meet employer 
demand.

Wind energy employers wanted then and continue to 
demand three things: hands-on, technical training; a deep 
understanding of theory that allows the ability to trouble-
shoot on the worksite; and soft skills such as communica-
tion and work ethic. This means that companies require 
employees to be trained through programs that embrace 
theoretical knowledge and practical training with a com-
plete turbine system. In addition, prime job candidates 
understand advanced concepts such as variable frequency 
drives, IGBT frequency converters, fiber optics, program-
mable logic controllers, and remote SCADA control.

“The ability to apply theoretical knowledge in a real-
world setting is what separates a wrench-turning techni-
cian from a technician who can use training and deduc-
tive reasoning skills to diagnose the real issues plaguing a 
turbine,” Christmas says.  

SETTing ThE STAndARd
The wind energy training and safety labs at Ecotech In-
stitute serve as a showpiece for the campus. The school’s 
parent company, Education Corporation of America, 
knew that Ecotech’s success would be contingent on state 
of the art labs that focus on hands-on learning of the lat-
est industry technology, while incorporating the critical 
component of safety training.

Ecotech began classes in April 2010 at a temporary lo-
cation while its permanent facility was built. The school 
was erected where a vacant building resided, transform-
ing it into a LEED Gold-Certified campus with cutting-
edge labs throughout. It opened in January 2011, and the 
wind labs were continuously upgraded through the end of 
the calendar year.

“Our labs are a critical piece of the student experi-
ence and our narrow focus on renewable energy plays a 
key role in our success,” says Mike Seifert, president of 
Ecotech Institute, adding that the first class will graduate 
in June. “Pair top-notch technology with educators from 
industry, and we believe that we became the first institute 
to produce students who will be the best, most prepared 
employees in the renewable energy sector.”

The façade of the Ecotech institute 
in Aurora, colorado.
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Ecotech’s recently completed wind 
energy and safety labs use a wide 
variety of real-life elements for com-
plete training. The Wind Training 
Lab contains a double-fed induction 
generator trainer, fiber optic splic-
ing kit, laser generator alignment 
lab, borescopes, composite blade re-
pair kit, tap and die sets, bolt extrac-

tors, micrometers, torque wrenches, 
thermographic camera, high voltage 
tools, oil sampling kit, phase rota-
tion meters, megaohm meter, FLUKE 
multimeters with insulation testers, 
a Lab-Volt Wind Turbine Nacelle 
Trainer, Lab-Volt Wind Turbine Hub 
Trainer, Lab-Volt Hydraulic Train-
ers, and several wind farm simulation 

software packages. The Wind Safety 
Lab includes a 25-foot climb and 
rescue tower, Miller Evolution har-
nesses and lanyards, a Rescue Randy 
dummy, a Miller Safe Escape rescue 
device, Lab-Volt cranes and a rigging 
trainer. Ecotech will soon have a HY-
TORC brand torque and tensioning 
trainer, as well.

The integrated systems approach 
offered by Lab-Volt’s Wind Turbine 
Training Simulators provide a very 
realistic view of the functionality and 
programming of a large, commercial 
wind turbine. The nacelle and hub 
trainers were designed by Siemens 
for Lab-Volt and very closely simulate 
the operation states of the turbine, 
which is important in training the 
controllers and troubleshooting input 
and output faults.

The nacelle is a focal part of 
Ecotech’s training, equipped with all 
of the systems of a utility-scale na-
celle—yaw, pitch, hydraulics, PLCs, 
and the vibration, thermal, and en-
vironmental sensors that the big tur-
bines use to operate efficiently. There 
are many mechanical and electrical 
aspects of the turbine that are im-

Fig. 1: lab-volt training devices in the Wind lab. 
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portant, but understanding how the 
turbine operates as an automated 
power plant is the most critical. Once 
a commissioner or service tech un-
derstands how the turbine control-
ler “thinks,” they can troubleshoot it 
more effectively.

I’m also passionate about the im-
portance of being able to read and in-
terpret electrical schematics, for not 
only connections, but for function 
and safety. “The fully operational PLC 
and SCADA system in our lab allows 
us to remotely troubleshoot, just like 
in the industry,” says Auston Van 
Slyke, another wind energy instructor 
at Ecotech and former Vestas com-
missioner. “The most important ele-
ment is having the functional experi-
ence, which allows you to safely start 
climbing towers and fixing machines 
on your first day of work.”

Ecotech can take someone with 
little to no electro-mechanical back-
ground and teach him or her the fun-
damentals of science, physics, math, 
electronics, electromagnetic theory, 
power generation, programming 
PLCs, project management, business, 
Microsoft Office, and the core skills 
required by the wind industry. It’s a 
complete package that many compa-
nies have waited a long time to find.

However, expensive technology 
obviously doesn’t do the teaching it-
self. Proper curriculum building and 
industry-leading instructors round 
out the equation. “Instructors can 
create real faults in the system that 
students must diagnose and correct,” 
Christmas says. “This brings together 
all of the specialized training they’ve 
received in their earlier classes.”

Ecotech’s prominent board of ad-
visors was instrumental in creating 
the curriculum, tapping their own 
knowledge and a variety of other in-
dustry leaders to match up course-
work with what employers want 
in regards to training and daily job 
demands. Ecotech also recently cre-
ated a local board of advisors, which 
allows program directors, like myself, 
to stay current with the latest indus-
try trends and technologies, while 
staying agile in changing curricu-
lum according to the newest trends. 
Represented companies include RES 

Americas, Alstom Power, NextEra, 
and Clipper Windpower. 

looKing FoRWARd
Wind energy companies are no lon-
ger in the position where they simply 
take eager employees and train them 
on the job. The wind energy work-
force is quickly evolving and relies 
on targeted and thorough training 
provided by well-equipped and well-
funded training programs.

“Ecotech is training a new genera-
tion of technicians who are prepared 
on day one to assess the general health 
and efficiency of wind turbines,” says 
Christmas. “Every time a technician 
climbs a tower, there is an opportuni-
ty to recognize a developing problem 
with a turbine that can be effectively 

dealt with before it becomes a costly 
repair. When Ecotech students join 
the workforce after the school’s first 
graduation in June, they will set a new 
standard by incorporating this value-
added approach into their daily work 
habits.”

Ecotech Institute’s Wind Energy 
Technology track is a two-year as-
sociate’s degree program focused on 
the generation and transmission of 
energy using wind power. Designed 
with employer input, graduates will 
be prepared to enter the workforce 
as wind energy technicians. “Soon 
the manufacturing companies will 
be closing their own training depart-
ments and supporting the develop-
ment of schools like ours,” Van Slyke 
predicts.  

Fig. 2: A rescue drill held in the institute’s Wind Safety lab.
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A dEPARTURE in 
TURbinE dESign

RAlPh WAldo EmERSon oncE SAid “Build a 
better mousetrap, and the world will beat a path to 
your door.” A Wyoming inventor may have done just 
that with a complete redesign of traditional wind 
energy towers and turbines. His fledgling company, 
Airgenesis, is based in the northern Colorado town 
of Fort Collins. Long known for its green energy ini-
tiatives, Fort Collins seems a perfect fit for a wind 
energy business.

Danny “Skip” Smith developed a vision to improve 
wind energy during his work-related drives across 
the windswept plains of Wyoming and northern 
Colorado. He mulled new concepts and problem-

solved for over 13 years. After his retirement three 
years ago the pieces fell into place, and Smith began 
developing Airgenesis in earnest.

innovATivE dESign
Imagine twin rotor blades turning at an efficient 
three revolutions per minute, and you have a snap-
shot of Airgenesis. The design is a simple but radical 
departure from traditional wind towers. The inno-
vation has generated 408 separate claims for pat-
ent. Airgenesis engineers narrowed those claims to 
25 PCT patents. Those patents are expected by the 
time of this publication.

A new turbine design harvests more energy from 
lower wind speeds than traditional systems, 
proving that bigger isn’t necessarily better. 

By Clayton Troxell and Alice Ashmore

clayton Troxell is senior vice president of Air  ® llc. learn more by calling (307) 331-9157 or 
going to www.airgenesiswind.com.

http://www.airgenesiswind.com
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While some manufacturers strive for taller towers, 
seeking to capture a more-constant air stream, Smith 
is betting that bigger is not better. The Airgenesis 
system incorporates a 250-foot tower and two sets 
of rotors at a 60-degree opposition. Rotor blades are 
165 feet in length and will be sourced from current 
manufacturers. The object of the design is to target 
slower wind speeds. The design is efficient enough 
to generate 11MW at just 2.4 to 3.3 rpms.

Traditional towers turn at 12 to 18 revolutions per 
minute and require wind speeds between 25 mph 
and 56 mph to achieve full efficiency. Airgenesis 
rotors produce 1.5MW, equaling the full output of 

most traditional wind towers at a much lower wind 
speed. Eleven MW of power production is an ambi-
tious—if not audacious—claim in a field where most 
towers are producing 1.5MW, and even the largest 
of new designs approach only 3MW of production 
power. “Eventually, as the industry continues try-
ing to solve their problem of building larger, taller, 
and heavier units,” Smith says, “they will hit a wall 
and come to the realization the Airgenesis design 
is the only workable solution to the wind industry’s 
future.”

SEEKing SimPliciTy
The Airgenesis design results in a lighter and sig-
nificantly less complicated nacelle. The only major 
components housed in the nacelle are gears and 
disc brakes. Once installed, most maintenance on 
Airgenesis towers can be performed at ground level, 
including swapping out generators and clutch sys-
tems. The drive system features five 50 foot-long 
drive shafts connected with appropriate couplers 
and carrier bearings.

There are few components in the nacelle, with 
very few things to break down. Maintenance on the 
nacelle will be on a yearly basis. Scheduled mainte-
nance on the blades is performed in accordance with 
industry standards. The Airgenesis wind turbine re-
locates the substantial weight of the nacelle from 
the top of the wind tower to the base. Its unique du-
al-rotor system, sophisticated mechanical clutching 
system, and integrated ratcheting generator mecha-
nism have nearly tripled the energy production of a 
single tower. The placement of the nacelle weight to 
the tower base greatly reduces tower structural re-
quirements and tower stability concerns, while the 
offsetting dual rotors ensure a maximum harvest of 
available winds.

“The relocation of the substantial weight of the 
electrical generators from the nacelle atop the wind 
tower to the tower base makes tremendous sense 
and pays a variety of dividends,” according to Terry 
Wright, chief technology officer at Green Energy 
Development in Johns Creek, Georgia. “These in-
clude reduced tower construction requirements, 
lowered insurance risks and maintenance costs, and 
potential ease of generator upgrades as these tech-
nologies evolve in efficiency and production capac-
ity. These benefits are especially viable for offshore 
wind applications where platform stability is critical 
and sensitivity to maintenance expenses are ampli-
fied.” 

Not all of the news is in the nacelle. With the Air-
genesis design, multiple generators are arrayed at 
the tower base, another style change from current 
standards. Their placement on the ground allows 
units to be easily serviced or replaced in the event 
of generator failure. This unique feature allows the 
tower to remain online, even during a generator 
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swap or clutch assembly repair. The 
generator size is dependent on the 
megawatts produced by the tower.

The company has secured 
Proof of Concept on four models 

of wind towers. Through simple 
downscaling of key transmission 
mechanics, the design will be 
available in 3.3, 5.5, and 7.7MW 
sizes, as well as the largest 11MW 

unit. The tower and blade height 
would remain the same on all 
Airgenesis products. To accom-
modate the generators, the tower 
base is expected to be 34 feet in 
diameter. A 14-foot flywheel in 
the tower base transfers energy to 
the generators. 

A dEvEloPER’S PERSPEcTivE
“As a developer of all forms of 
renewable energy production 
facilities, we believe the wind 
component is critical for creat-
ing and sustaining momentum 
in the overall renewable energy 
sector,” Wright says. “We are al-
ways on the lookout for emerging 
and potentially ‘game-changing’ 
renewable technologies, and be-
lieve Airgenesis is a prime exam-
ple. The initial business appeal 
of the Airgenesis wind turbine is 
its expanded production capacity 
per tower and supporting strong 
intellectual property, or patents. 
The company’s appeal is consid-
erably amplified by their reduced 
capital expenditure profile, sub-
stantially lower maintenance 
costs, and reduced threat to avi-
an/bat mortality—an increasing-
ly sticky issue in obtaining EPA 
and Fish & Wildlife project site 
and operational permits.

“Of course, the expanded pro-
duction capacity lowers overall 
production start-up expense by 
reducing site preparation, tower 
foundation, and lease expenses 
against anticipated energy pro-
duction,” he says. “The reduced 
maintenance expense improves 
the operational cost profile. All 
of these attributes speak to com-
petitive advantage in the market-
place for wind energy production 
facility owner/operators.”

coST EFFiciEncy
The Airgenesis 11MW tower is 
expected to cost about $600,000 
per MW when complete, or 
roughly half of the cost of wind 
towers in production. Current 
1.5MW towers require an ap-
proximate $1.3 million per MW 
in construction costs. Most of 

Fig. 1: color depiction of the twin-blade Airgenesis turbine. 

Fig. 2: Power curve data. 

Fig. 3: cAm view of Airgenesis turbine.
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the setup is on the ground, which 
will speed turbine installation. 
Planning is underway to construct 
and test the 11 MW tower in 2012. 
The project location is still under 
wraps.

“The emergence of Airgenesis 
wind turbines in the marketplace 
will benefit the wind sector in a 

number of ways including im-
proved cost parity against tradi-
tional energy production,” Wright 
says, “as well as providing wind 
facility owner/operators a highly 
efficient, lower cost, alternative 
wind offering against traditional 
wind turbine manufacturers. We 
believe Airgenesis will deliver 

substantial value to the renewable 
energy sector as it demonstrates 
what we believe will be a game-
changing value proposition.” 

ASSURing QUAliTy
In part to address the supply 
chain issues facing wind-energy 
professionals throughout North 
America, all components of the 
Airgenesis wind system—with the 
exception of the generators—are 
to be manufactured in the United 
States. “It would be cheaper to use 
overseas manufacturers,” Smith 
says, “but it is important to me to 
source components in the United 
States for Airgenesis products.”

He hopes the new design will 
be more environmentally friendly 
than current technology, as well. 
Although untested, Airgenesis en-
gineers theorize the slower blade 
speed may have less of an impact 
on migratory birds and bats. Avi-
an mortality threats are mitigated 
by constraints imposed on rotor 
rpms. The torque generated by 
these same constraints is trans-
formed into energy.  

Fig. 4: Another cAm view of Airgenesis turbine.
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Q&A

hAving WoRKEd WiTh clEAn EnERgy bUSi-
nESSES FoR moRE ThAn TWo dEcAdES, 
WhAT lEd To ThE lAUnch oF ThiS PRAcTicE?
Global energy demands are increasing dramatically, 
and the burgeoning clean energy and technology 
industry is boasting continuous growth. In recent 
years the wind energy sector has become one of the 
most popular renewable power sources. In fact, ac-
cording to the American Wind Energy Association 
(AWEA), the U.S. wind industry has added more 
than 35 percent of all new generating capacity over 
the last four years. The fourth quarter of 2011 alone 
saw 3,444MW of wind power capacity installed, 
bringing total installations to 6,810MW for the year. 
To better serve this fast-growing sector, Travelers 
formed the Clean Energy & Technology Practice 
to maximize its investment and specialization in 
clean technology. The practice combines Travel-
ers capabilities and expertise in underwriting, risk 
control, and claim, creating a centralized source for 
clean technology-focused insurance products, and 
risk and claim management resources. Through a 
single touch point, the practice offers rounded total 
account solutions, granting these customers access 
to holistic insurance coverage. It allows brokers and 
agents to serve their clean energy customers more 
efficiently and effectively. 

hoW doES yoUR involvEmEnT in oThER 
SEcToRS oF REnEWAblE EnERgy inFoRm 
ThE SERvicES yoU cAn PRovidE To ThE Wind 
indUSTRy?
Travelers has a long history of working with compa-
nies across the clean energy and technology spec-

go online to www.travelers.com/cleanenergy. berry is also chief business development officer for Travelers inland marine.

Lauren Cutro Berry
co-lead /Travelers clean Energy & Technology Practice

trum, focusing primarily on commercial onshore wind and 
solar industries. Our Inland Marine and Global Technology 
business groups, in particular, have been instrumental in driv-
ing services and creating industry-specific protection in areas 
including environmental performance, fuel cell development, 
smart grid, and alternative and renewable energy facilities. 
Travelers has extensive capabilities in supporting U.S.-based 
entities and those with an international presence, which fo-
cus on maintaining energy and environmentally friendly stan-
dards. Travelers’ exposure to multiple platforms has allowed 
us to create a foundation of knowledge that is transferable 
across industries and to continuously enhance our industry 
expertise. In the cases of wind and solar, Travelers has estab-
lished a unique project development process designed to facil-
itate crossover in each space. This includes site selection, land 
assessment, wind or solar assessment, environmental reviews, 
economic modeling for PPA, interconnection studies, permit-
ting, sales agreements with PPA, financing, wind turbine or 
solar panel procurement, construction contracting, transpor-
tation, installation, and operations and maintenance. These 
projects often uncover new risks and exposures of the emerg-
ing clean energy industry. In wind energy specifically, wind 
farms face unique risk exposures such as site location and as-
sessment, contracts and agreements, and basic operations and 
maintenance. Our clean technology specialists understand 
new trends, risks, and solutions. In addition, our team is able 
to provide specialized underwriting, tailored risk management, 
and claims services in even the most nuanced areas.    

Who nEEdS To KnoW AboUT yoU WiThin ThE Wind 
EnERgy indUSTRy, And WhAT cAn yoU do FoR ThEm?
The products and services offered by the practice are geared 
directly to manufacturers, contractors, power providers, own-
ers, and developers in the commercial onshore wind industry. 
It encompasses the full spectrum of entities involved in every 
phase of wind energy production and management, whether 
it’s research and development, manufacturing, installation/
builders’ risk, transportation, or permanent operations and 
servicing and maintenance of facilities. With the new practice 
Travelers has the ability to work with businesses in the wind 
industry for the entire lifespan of the company. In turn, wind 
professionals have access to a national network and collabora-
tive capabilities of industry specialists all under one umbrella. 
We are able to tap specific underwriters, risk control consul-
tants, and claim specialists from across the company. Though 
these services are offered to wind energy professionals specifi-
cally, virtually any business in the renewable energy space can 
benefit from Travelers’ broad range of production and man-
agement capabilities. This advantage not only strengthens our 
ability to provide coverage tailored to meet the needs of those 
within the wind industry, but also allows us to proactively 
manage risk throughout the business lifecycle.    

http://www.travelers.com/cleanenergy
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